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The present writer was Initiated into the fanciful world 
of the two-winged flies when in 1056 he first embarked on his 
research project on the morphology and biology of the melon*fly> 
Paoug (Btrumota^ ouqurbltae Coq., under the supervision of Prof. 
6. M. Alam. 
The initial interest in the morphology and taxonomy of the 
fruit flies enlarged Into m. interest in the morphology and classi-
fication of the Diptera In general. It did not take him long for 
the present writer to discover the unsatisfactory state of affairs 
particularly with regard to the higher classification of the Order. 
This unhappy discovery was nothing new. The history of 
insect classification is replete with examples of sincere efforts 
by workers from time to time to set the house of Diptera in order. 
Bated as they were mostly on superficial characters, not maayoOf 
these oould see the light of the day. In certain other cases, in-
stead of solving the problem, the efforts became problemmatio them-
< * • ! • • * > • 
- ^ 7 Wing venation, characters of the antennae, chaetotaxy and 
similar other anatomical features are, no doubt, important in 
themselves,but in the opinion of the present writer one has to 
ultimately resort to a study of the genitalia for the final clue. 
Although the male genitalia hold the key to proper identi-
fication even ait the species level, the present writer in view of 
the sheer immensity of the problem, has confined himself to the 
higher level of classification. He takes this opportunity of paying 
sincere tribute to Prof. Willie Hennig and Prof. Guy C. Cramp ton, 
the two stalwarts eho devoted rather a life time to the study of 
the genitalia of Diptera with particular reference to their impli-
a 
cation In the classification. None of these, hoverer, made a study 
of the musculature as a guide to the identification and homologies 
of the components of the male terminalia. fhe present writer, feeing 
convinced of the importance of an integrated study of the skeletal 
and muscular relationships, made a study of the skeleto-musoular 
system of the male genitalia of some representative members of 
Diptera of some consequence from the phylogenetlo point of view. 
In the present work, the basic knowledge of the morphology 
of Diptera has been taken for granted and, therefore, the descrip-
tive portion has been siloed to the minimum. Similarly, although 
only a few genitalia have been described, supporting studies have 
been made on a considerable number of flies belonging to diverse 
been 
families. Their description has deliberately/avoided since they 
happened to broadly tally in essential features with those already 
described. A reference, however, has been made to them wherecver 
considered useful or necessary. 
fhe efforts appear to have been rewarding as would be 
evident from the following account. The present writer Is hopeful 
that the morphological structure of the male genitalia, In view 
of their pervading Importance, would be utilised as a key In solving 
the predicament of the higher classification of Diptera, besides 
their use at every other level of taxonomy. 
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TIPULIDAE 
Pachyrhina dorsopunctata Brunn. 
Works on the morphology of Tipulidae are few, and, in 
fact, none which deals with the skeleto-muscular system. Snodgrass 
(1904) has given a general account of the male terminalla. Tokunaga 
(1930), and Rees and Ferris (1939),have described the anatomy of 
Limonia monstromyiat and Tipula reesi. respectively. Crampton (1926) 
and Williams (1933) have given an account of the anatomy of Hacrochlle 
spectrum, and Protoplasa fitchii. respectively, two primitive members 
of the closely related family Tanyderidae. The work of Abul Nasr 
(1050) on the structure and development of reproductive system of 
some Nematocera has brought to light the great similarity between 
the male genitalia of Anisopus fenestralls (Anioopodidae) and 
Pachyrhina dorsopunctata. In his own words, " The parts are very 
similar to, and closely homologous with, the complicated structures 
seen in the Tipulidae". 
The male terminalia consisting of segments 8-11 are visibly 
set Qtt from the rest of the abdomen and show positive signs of 
having undergone a process of rotation through 180. As a result of 
this inversion, the terga and sterna beyond the seventh segment 
mutually interchange their positions. Rees and Ferris (1939) do not 
record any such condition in %, reesi. where the respective terga 
and sterna occupy their normal position. Abul Nasr (1950), however, 
reports a 180 rotation in 4. fenestralls. Williams (1933) mentions 
a strong twisting of the male terminalia in £. fltchll which brings 
the terga of seventh and succeeding segnents to a lateral position. 
The eighth segment is a prominent feature of the terminalia. 
Its tergum presents no special features, but it is better developed 
than other terga of the terminalia. In X. reesi. Rees and Ferris 
6" 
record it as a short structure. 
The eighth sternum (Fig.Pd.2,3$Ss) i s w e l 1 developed and 
has a shield-like appearance. Postero-medially, it is elongated 
into a finger-like process which over-hangs the end of the termi-
nalla. In £. reesl. the eighth sternum does not bear any such 
process* but is highly modified and presents a set of detached lobes 
or fragments. 
The ninth tergum (Fig.Pd.l,3;Tg) is divided into two 
lateral, more or less, oval plates. The membranous cleft between 
these lateral plates gets progressively enlarged and sclerotized 
in the posterior direction. This ultimately sets off a heavily 
pigmented and sclerotized, bilobed portion along the posterior aspect 
of the ninth sternum, studded with small peg-like structures. Each 
half is further sub-divided into two by a small notch in the postero-
lateral margin. Rees and Ferris (1939) in £, reesl show the ninth 
tergum with a median lobe on the posterior margin. 
The ninth sternum (Fig.Pd.2,3jS9> is a more or less 
globose structure, and is differentiated into two lateral halves, 
dorsally separated from each other by a stretch of membrane. Ven-
trally, each half is separated from the tergal margin of its side 
by a cleft(c). A similar looking cleft 13 also visible in £. reesl. 
The ninth sternum bears two pairs of parameres, an outer pair(PMR), 
and an inner pair (pmr). 
The outer parameres are very well developed. Each consists 
of a basimere which is fused with the ninth sternum (Fig.Pd.3$bmr)f 
and two telomeres (tmri,tmr2)« Th* latter are articulated with the 
former and are movable by means of muscles. Rees and Ferris (1939) 
in T. reesi term the basimere and the telomeres as 'coxopodite' and 
'style', respectively. Snodgrtas (1904) termed the basimeres as 
'pleura', and the telomeres as 'apical appendages1. He, however, 
later (1957) corrected his earlier stand and referred 'ileura' as 
6 
baslmeres, and the 'apical appendages' as telomeres. According 
to Crampton (1926) although the 'dististyle' is not divided into 
two in M. spectrum, the basal process of the same probably repre-
sents the precursor of the second appendage of the'dististyle•. In 
P. fltchli (Williams,1933), the 'dististyle' is a forked structure. 
Structures obviously homologous with the outer parameres, are 
regarded as 'gonocoxites' in A. fenestralis by Abul Nasr (1950), 
which bear the 'styll' at their distal ends.A study of the develop-
ment of the genitalia In this insect, however, leaves no doubt as 
to their being the true parameres. 
The inner parameres (Flg.Pd.l,2,4jpmr) are located in 
the postero-mesal aspect of the ninth sternum, and as compared to 
the outer parameres, are very much reduced and modified. Bach inner 
paramere is basally continued as an apodematous structure contiguous 
with the postero-mesal margin of the sternal half of its side. 
Distally, it is produced into two lateral, flat, more or less 
transparent, wing-like structures (b). The two inner parameres are 
fused along their postero-mesal margins to form a sort of hood (a) 
above the external opening of the genital chamber. The groove formed 
along the line of their fusion (d) serves as a guide for the tubular 
intromittent organ. The inner parameres are also movable by means 
of muscles arising in the ninth sternum. 
Unlike the outer parameres, the true nature of the inner 
parameres has remained obscure for long, and has been subjected to 
a variety of interpretations by different workers. Snodgrass(1904) 
terms the structure formed by fusion of the two inner parameres as 
'guard of the penis', which serves to protect the terminal part of 
the penis. According to him, the guard "....has typically the form 
of two longitudinal plates set close together and on edge, projecting 
caudally from their origin on the floor of the genital chamber, and 
having their lower edges united by membrane"• Reel and Ferris(1939) 
1 
term a similar structure in X« reesi as 'hypomere' which according 
to them " seems to have originated as a sclerotizatlon of the mem-
brane between *he ninth and tenth segments". Structures which 
appear homologous with the inner parameres are called 'gonapphyses' 
in M. spectrum by Crampton (1926), and £. fltchil by Williams (1933). 
The inner parameres of P. dorsopunctata can also be compared with 
the 'paramerophores' of Chironomous dorsalls (Abul Nasr,1950) which 
are the products of the un-divided 'paramere rudiments'. 
Snodgrass (1957), however, is not prepared to accept the 
structure designated as inner parameres in £. dorsopunctata as 
true parameres, and considers them to be secondary structures. It 
is, in fact here, that the real controversy arises. In his rather 
sweeping interpretation of the studies of Abul Nasr (1950) on the 
development of the genitalia in some Nematocera, Snodgrass contends 
that " Kie lateral lobes become the claspersj the mesal lobes form 
the aedeagus and whatever structures may be intermediate between 
the aedeagus and the claspers". What can be the morphological 
status of these so-called 'intermediate' structures? It is obvious 
that they cannot be shelved as mere vague features, and have to be 
assigned either to the aedeagus or the parameres. The answer comes 
from Abul Nasr himself, which can be summarized as follows* 
The genital rudiments appear as a pair of primary 
lobes(gonocoxite rudiments: Abul Nasr). Later, a 
pair of small bodies is differentiated at the 
inner side of the primary lobes. These are the 
Paramere lobes which again sub-divide to produce 
a median pair of 'penis valves', and an outer 
pair of 'parameres1. In the old pupa, the penis 
valves are fixed beneath the penis sheath. The 
parameres come to lie near the inner side of the 
ninth sternite (cf. development of the genitalia 
8 
in 4. fenestralis). In Mycetophila cingulum. the 
paramere lobes sub-divide to produce a pair of 
median lobes which unite with each other to form 
the aedeagus, and an outer pair of parameres. In 
Chironomus dordalis, the primary lobes distally 
constrict off to produce the telomeres. This is 
followed by another division at their inner sides 
to produce the paramere rudiments. The latter, 
however, do not further sub-divide, and remain 
as a pair of 'paramerophores'. This absence of 
sub-division is responsible for the lack of aedea-
gus in C. dorsalis. 
In Hymonoptera, a more or less similar observation is made 
by D'Rozario (1942) where the lateral lobes further sub-divide to 
produce an inner and an outer pair of claspers. According to him, 
these two pairs of claspers together should correspond to the 
parameres of other insects. The inner claspers, since they are 
closely associated with the penis, are called as the 'penis valves' 
by taxonomists. 
The intromittent organ of £. dorsopunctata is very 
interesting in the sense that it is neither a penis nor «Ji aedeagus, 
but represents a peculiar differentiation and modification of the 
ejaculatory duct (Pig.Pd.4;I0). Such an interpretation for the 
intromittent organ may appear rathet fantastic, but is, nevertheless, 
firmly bome out by the study of Abul Nasr (1950) on the development 
of the reproductive system of ^» fenestrails, the genitalia of 
which bear aikriking resemblance with those of the Tipulidae. Abul 
Nasr, however, in his discussion labels as 'ejaculatory ducts' and 
'penis tube' the structures which are apparently the vesicula 
seminalis, and ejaculatory duct, respectively. His account of their 
development, neverttieless, is in agreement with the known mode of 
development of these ducts. His observations can be summarized 
as follows} 
The invagination of the 'penis tube' (ejaculatory 
duct?), having a definite cavity, appears behind 
those of the 'ejaculatory ducts' (seminal veslclesf) 
and continues to extend deeper. The latter originally 
grow as solid structures but later acquire a central 
lumen. The rudiments of these ducts do not directly 
communicate with the exterior and the term 'invagi-
nation' seems to have been used by Abul Nasr in 
"ttiis case in a ratiier loose sense. The posterior 
portions of the two 'ejaculatory ducts»(seminal 
vesicles?) unite into a single duct which ,^ olns the 
anterior end of the 'penis tube* (ejaculatory duct?). 
In the larva, there appears a splitting in the 
hypoderm around the 'penis tube' invaginntian, one 
above, and the other below the invagination. This is 
the beginning of the genital cavity. 
In the pupa, the splitting of the hypodermis 
extends forwards and joins the rudiment of the genital 
poudi, and at the same time by excavation of the parts 
around the 'penis tube', converts the latter Into a 
tubular projection, the rudiment of the 'penis'. 
The 'penis tube' with the excavated tissues around 
it, loses much of its thickness so that it becomes 
loose inside the 'penis sac' 
During the pupal period, the upper part of the 
genital pouch becomes separated from the lower by a 
horizontal constriction. The upper part gives rise 
to piston hood of the pompetta. The lower part 
continues as 'penis sac*. 
no 
The 'penis tube* fuirther lengthens and extends 
to the an te r io r border of the seventh segment and 
then passes backwards t i l l i t reaches the mouth of 
the 'penis s a c ' . The l a t t e r a r i s e s in the form of 
a pouch between the n in th and tenth s t e rna , and grows 
inwards to enclose the 'penis tube ' a l l along the 
l e t t e r ' s length . 
The ejaculatory pump of P . dorsopunctata (Fig.Pd.4jEjP) i s 
obviously homologous with the 'pompetta' of 4 . f e n e s t r a l i s (Abul 
Nasr,1950). Fvoes and Po r r l s (1939) c a l l a s imilar s t ruc tu re as 
'basa l bulb of the p e n i s ' in %, r e e s l , without mentioning anything 
about i t s function, ^odgraos (1904) c a l l s i t ' c a i t r a l v e s i c l e ' . 
Abul Ilasr (1950) could not f ind any musculature which 
might be responsible for the extension and protrusion of the 
•p^i ls f i lament ' in 4 . f e n e s t r a l i s . and concluded, there fore , tha t 
the powerful pumping force of the 'pompetta' i s the only fac tor 
responsible for such ac t ion . The present wr i t e r , however, i s of 
the oplnlcai that the pressure generated as a r e s u l t of compression 
of the abdomen i s responsible for the extrusicai of the intromittanjt 
organ, and vice versa . This i s corroborated by the f ac t t h a t 
such ccanpressions do occur in the abdcsnen of the male while mating. 
The proct iger (Flg,Pd.4}Ptgr) i s a membranous tube 
consis t ing of segments 10-11, and provides exi t t o the alimentary 
canal , Rees and Fe r r i s (1939) in £ . r e e s i make a s imi lar obser-
va t ion . 
Muscles of the Terminalla 
Besides the muscles which a r t associated with the inner 
and outer parameres, the e jacula tory pump, and th0 p roc t ige r , 
other muscles of the male terminalla can convsniently be placed 
In three ca tegor ies , v i z . , the i n t e r - t e r g a l muscles, the i n t e r -
s t e r n a l muscles, and the tergo-s texnal muscles. fh«re a re no 
iJ 
muscles associated with the intromittent organ. 
I. j;ntey-t^ygnl B^ ftff<?3„fffft 
Retractor of the i^inth teriotei (Pig.pd.Sjl) 
This muscle arises laterally on the basal margin of the 
eighth tergum, and i s inserted medio-laterally on the basal 
rim of the ninth tergum. 
Retractor of the ninth terg%i (Pig,pd.5}2) 
Ebis muscle&rlses medio-Ia terally on the basal margin 
of the eighth tergum, and i s inserted laterally on the basal 
rim of the ninth tergum. 
Il« Inter-sternal musclesi 
Retractor of the ninth stemum» (Fig.Pd.SjS) 
This muscle arises medio-laterally on the basal margin 
of the eighth sternum, and i s inserted, like-wise, en the 
basal rim of the ninth sternum. 
Retractor of the ninth sternumt (Pig,Pd.Sj4) 
This muscle arises csi the eighth sternum, and is inserted 
laterally on the basal rim of the ninth sternum. 
Protractor of the ninth sternumi (Fig.Pd.7j5) 
This muscle arises medio-laterally on the posterior 
margin of the eighth sternum, and i s like-wise inserted on the 
basal rim of the ninth sternum. 
Adductor of the ninth atemuigi (Pig,pd.6;6) 
This ribbon-like muscle extends transversely across the 
membrane intervening betw««i the two lateral halves of the 
ninth sternum. This, in faot, i s an intra-stemal muscle. 
I II . TergQ-sttmal musclesi 
Cmor^MMor of th* •Jghiai aUmmtt (rig.Pd.3f7) 
This muscle arises YCiitro-laterally on the anterior 
as|>«et oif the •ighth stemUBf and i s inserted dorso-laterally 
on tlM anterior asi^aet of l^t ali^th tergm* 
^2 
Compressor of the ninth segments (Fig.Pd.5j8) 
This broad muscle arises on each lateral half of the ninth tergum, 
and is inserted on the ventral edge of the ninth sternum. 
IV. Muscles of the outer parameret 
Adductor of the inner telomere! (Fig.Pd.5|9) 
This strong muscle arises dorso-laterally on the basal 
internal ridge of the ninth sternum, and is inserted mesally on 
the inner telomere (tmrx). 
Adductor of the inner telomeres (Pig.Pd.5jlO) 
This strong muscle also arises on the basal internal 
ridge of the ninth sternum, and is like-wise inserted mesally 
on the inner telomere (tmr^^). 
Abductor of the inner telomere: (Pig.Pd.7j11) 
This muscle arises laterally on the basimere, and is 
inserted on the upper basal angle of the inner telomere (tmrj^ ). 
Dorso-ventral adductor of the outer telomerei (Fig.Pd.7|12) 
This muscle arises on the dorso-lateral aspect of the 
ninth sternum, and is inserted on the lover basal angle of the 
outer telomere (tmrg). 
V. Muscles of the inner parameret 
Levator of the hoodt (Fig,pd,6,7|13) 
This muscle arises postero-laterally on the ninth 
sternum, and is inserted basally on the anterior arm of the 
inner paramere. 
Depressor of the hoodi (Fig.Pd.6jl4) 
This muscle prises dorso-laterally on the basal internal 
ridge of the ninth sternum, and is inserted antero-ventrally 
on the inner paramere of its side. The levator and depressor 
muscles of the hood serve to regulate the freedom of movw&ent 
of the intromittent organ. 
iS 
Posterior dilator of the genital chambert (Fig.Pd,6jl5) 
This muscle arises on the antero-ventral aspect of the 
inner paramere of its vide, outer in relation to the depressor 
of the hood, and is inserted on the narrow sclerotic arm of the 
V-shaped sclerite embedded in the postero-dorsal aspect of the 
membranous genital chamber. 
VI. Muscles of the eJaculatory pumpi 
Poatero-dorsal retractor of the eJaculatory pumpi(Fig.Pd.6tl6) 
This muscle arises on the basal internal ridge of the 
ninth sternum, mesal in relation to the depressor of the hood, 
and is inserted dorsally on the postero~lateral arm of the eja-
culatory pump of its side. 
Postero-ventral retractor of the eJaculatorv pump» (Pig.Pd.5,6jl7) 
This muscle arises on the inner wall of the basimere(lmr), 
and is inserted ventrally on the postero-lateral arm of ttie eja-
culatory pump of its side. 
The two retractors of the ejaculatory pump serve to main-
tain the same in its proper position. 
Anterior compressor of the e.1aculatory pumpi (Fig.Pd.6jl8) 
This muscle arises on the anterior surface of the ventral 
arm of the ejaculatory pump of its side, and is inserted coi the 
ventral surface of the antero-lateral flange-like extonsion. 
Posterior compressor of tb*» ".IfiftVii^itory pumpi (Fig.Pd.6jl9), 
This muscle arises on the posterior surface of the ven-
tral arm of the ejaculatory pump of its side, and is inserted 
Ventrally on the postero-lateral arm of the ejaculatory pump. 
The two pairs of compressor muscles serve to propel the 
stminal fluid through the long intpomlttent organ. 
VXI.MmolM of the proctlEert 
Iftraetor of the proctlgen (Plg.Pd.6520) 
y^ 
This muscle^<arises on the basal rim of the ninth sternum, 
ventro-mesal in relation to the origin of the muscle NojlO, and i s 
inserted lateral ly on the tubular proctigero 
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Aedes aegypti L. 
Male terminalia of mosquitoes seem to have a t t r a c t e d 
the at ter i t icn of quite a number of entcaiologists but perhaps the 
taxonoraical expediency denuded the terminalia of t he i r morphologi-
ca l meaning, and plimged than i n t o an abyss of taxonomical Jargon. 
I t i s not su rpr i s ing , therefore , t ha t i n s p i t e of a considerable 
amount of l i t e r a t u r e published cai the male t e r n i n a l i a of mosquitoes, 
one f a i l s to come across a r e a l l y good work on the skeleto-muscular 
system, based on sound morphological foundations. 
Among notable works on the male te rminal ia , mention may 
be made of Christophers (1915, 1922), Rees and Qnishi (1951), 
Snodgrass (1959), Edwards (1920), Freeborn (1924), Martini (1922), 
and Nuttal and Shipley (1903). Christophers (1960) i s the most 
comprehensive work yet published on a mosquito, but even here the 
work suffers from the same defect refer red to above. Studies in 
chaetotaxy and taxonomical anatomy seem even here to have taken 
the upper hand. 
As i s the case in a l l male mosquitoes, the terminalia 
of Aedes aegypti have undergone ro ta ry inversion through 180, 
which has reversed the normal pos i t ion of the terga and sterna 
composing the te rminal ia . 
The eightti segment i s a prominent fea ture of the male 
terminal ia , and completely conceals the n in th segment. I t s tergum 
i s well developed and as a r e s u l t of r o t a t i o n , occupies a ven t r a l 
pos i t ion . The eighth sternum, l ike-wise , occupies a dorsal p l ace . 
Basally, the eighth segment i s p a r t i a l l y telescoped in to the 
preceding segment. 
The n in th segement i s g rea t ly reduced and i s completely 
concealed by the eighth segment. I t s tergtim and sternum are in 
the form of pos te r io r ly concave narrow sc le ro t io p l a t e s . Basal ly , 
the ninth sternum (Flg.Aa.2jS9) pro jea t s in the lumen of the eighth 
segment in the form of a s l i gh t l y crescentiform phragma (Ph). 
Vent ro- la te ra l ly i the n in th sternum i s produced in the 
form of narrow sc l e ro t i c bars (Fig.Aa.l ,25scb) which fuse with the 
a n t e r o - l a t e r a l angles of the n in th tergura en each s ide . This 
s i tua t i cn i s exactly the reverse of what has been described by 
Christophers (1960) in Aedes aegypt i . where according to him, i t 
i s the •nin-tti t e r g i t e ' which i s produced in the form of ' s t o u t 
r i b - l i k e bars* , which descend to neet the s t e m i t e . Rees and 
Qnishi (1951) in Cul iseta inomata c a l l these bars of the n in th 
sternum as ' p l e u r a ' . 
The present wr i te r could not a l so make out the ' f l a t 
t r iangular expansions' described by Christophers (1960). I t 
appears tha t the i n t e rna l apodemal in f l ec t ion of the basimere 
(F ig .Aa . l , 2 ,5 j i fn ) , which in l a t e r a l mounts occupies a pos i t ion 
similar to t ha t described for ' t r i angu la r expansions' by Chr i s to -
phers , has erroneously been regarded as a de f in i t e t r i angu la r 
s c l e r i t e by him owing to the transparency of the over-lying membrane. 
Such opt ica l mistakes are not r a re in anatomical descr ip t ions based 
on specimens mounted on s l i d e s . 
The parameres are composed of two p a i r s , an outer and an 
inner . The outer parameres (Fig.Aa.l,2;PMR) are very well developed, 
and are the most conspicuous fea ture of the male te rminal ia . Bach 
paramere cons is t s of a large basimere (bmr), and a narrow telomere 
(tmr) which i s r a the r claw-like in appearance, and ap ica l ly bears 
a s tout peg. Antero-ventral ly , the basimere i n t e rna l l y p ro jec t s 
in the form of an apodoaous inf lect ian(Fig.Aa. l ,2 ,5; i fh) i idi ich serves 
both as a seat for attaohment of muscles, as well as a brace for 
the atdeagusf through the intervening basal s e l e r i t e s (Fig.Aa.3,5L 
in 
The basimere also provides muscles to the telomere which is movably 
articulated to the former. Christophers (1960) calls the outer 
parameres as 'gonocoxites' and the telomeres as 'styles'. Rees 
and Onishi (1951) term the telomere as 'clasper' and the basimere 
as 'side piece'. Grampton (1942), and Snodgrass (1957,1959), 
however, rightly call these structures as parameres. 
The basal inflection of the outer paramere of 4. aegypti 
(ifn) is comparable to the 'external apodeme* and the 'basal 
apodeme' together, deacribed in the same insect by Christophers* 
The inner parameres, in contrast to the outer parameres, 
are relatively much reduced. Each inner pararaere (Fig.Aa.l,2,5}pmr) 
ccaisists of a basal portion (b) and an apical portion (a) which is 
movably articulated to the former. The real nature of these inner 
parameres has hitherto been ignored and they have been variedly 
interpreted by entomologists. Christophers (1960) considers the 
apical portion to represent the'paraproct* and the 'cercus', and 
the basal portion as probably the 'eleventh stemite'. He shows 
the latter to be basally connected with the ninth 'tergite'. This, 
obviously, is an indefensible contention. Rees and Onishi (1951) 
call the basal portion as 'paramere', and the distal portion as 
'interbasal plate'. Crampton (1942) does not commit himself as 
to the true nature of these structures. Michaier (1944) calls 
these as 'volsellae' in Aedeg dorsails. Snodgrass (1957, 1959), 
in line with many culicidologists, calls these structures as 
•claspettes'. Inspite of his own observation (ref.1957jp.48) that 
'they are always connected with the inner face of the parameres', 
and that of Christophers (1922) that the rudiments of the claspettes 
are cut off from the base of the paramere lobes in the course of 
postembryonic development, Snodgrass does not accept their parameral 
nature and cosiders them to be 'secondary' structures. Such a 
stand gathers little justification, particularly in the light of 
developmental s tudies by Abul-Nasr (1950) on the gen i t a l i a of 
ce r ta in Nematocera. His observetioijs c lea r ly show tha t the inner 
parameres are a regular feature of the Nematocera and tha t t he i r 
rudiments a r i s e from the basal port ion of the lobes of outer 
parameres. In some cases these rudiments fur ther sub-divide t o 
produce a pa i r of median lobes and a pa i r of outer lobes . The 
former uni te to form the aedeagus or the 'penis v a l v e s ' , and the 
outer lobes remain as inner parameres. 
The apica l portion (a) of the inner paramere rocceives 
muscles from the i n t e rna l basal in f l ec t ion of the outer paramere. 
Ttie basal portion (b) of the inner paramere i s connected with the 
basal portion of the inner wall of the outer paramere(Fig»Aa.5). 
This connection has a l so been recorded by Christophers (1960) in 
A. aegypt l , but as already referred to e a r l i e r , he considers the 
basal portlcai to represent the eleventh s t e m i t e . 
The in t romi t ten t organ of A. aegypti i s an aedeagus, 
cal led 'phallosorae' by Christophers (1960), and 'raesosome' by 
Rees and Qnlshl (1951), I t i s a short tubular s t ruc tu re consis t ing 
of two curved, highly pigmented s c l e r l t e s , giving i t In the words 
pf Christophers (1960), tlrie appearance of a ' s l i g h t l y open cockle 
s h e l l ' . These s c l e r l t e s which are contiguous pos t e r i o r l y , diverge 
frc»j each other on the anter ior aspec t . Here these s c l e r l t e s are 
Ind i r ec t l y a r t i cu l a t ed with the basal in te rna l in f lec t ion of the 
outer paramere aa each s ide , through the basal s c l e r l t e s (Flg.Aa.5). 
Chrlstophors(1960) c a l l s the basal s c l e r l t e s as 'parameres ' . These 
s c l e r l t e s , however, cannot be considered to represent the parameres 
by any s t re tch of imagination. Rees and Qnlshl (1951) term these 
s t ruc ture as 'arms' of the 'mesosome'. 
The p roc t ige r , canposad of th« t«nth and eleventh segments, 
i s an en t i r e ly membranous s t ruc tu re and bears the anus a t i t s end. 
iB 
Muscles of the Terminalia 
Besides the muscles which are responsible for the movement 
of the aedeagus and the two sets of parameres, other muscles of 
the terminalia can conveniently be placed in three categories,viz., 
the inter-tergal muscles, the inter-sternal muscles,and the tergo-
sternal muscles. The last mentioned muscles are in the form of a 
thin sheet extending between the eighth tergum and the sternum on 
either side, and have been excluded from the description which 
follows. 
!• Inter-tergal muscles> 
Retractor of the ninth tergumt(Pig.Aa.451) 
This short muscles arises from the posterior margin of 
the eighth tergum, on the medio-latoral aspect, and is inserted 
medially on the basal rim of the ninth tergum. It has not been 
described by Christophers (1960). 
II. Inter-sternal muscles» 
Retractor of the ninth stemumt (Flg.Aa.3j2) 
This short muscle arises medio-laterally on the posterior 
margin of the nighth sternum, and is medially inserted on the 
basal margin of the ninth sternum. It has not been described 
by Christophers (1D60). 
Depressor of the ninth segments (Fig.Aa.5,6j3) 
This long muscle arises postero-laterally on the eighth 
sternum, and passing outer to the levator of the ninth segment, 
gets inserted on the sclerotic bar Just before the latter fuses 
with the lateral angle of the ninth tergum. The contraction 
of this muscle depresses the entire ninth segment alongwith the 
parameres at the time of copulation, closely abutting these 
structures against the female terminalia, a fact also observed 
by Rees and Onishi (1951) in £. inornate. This muscle has also 
not been recorded earlier. 
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Itinrfctor of the ninth seeaentt (Fig. Aa.5,6}4) 
This muscle arises antero-laterally on the eighth sternum, 
and is inserted laterally on tlie sclerotic har of the ninth sternum, 
passing mesal to the depressor of the ninth segment. It works 
antagoriistically with reference to the latter. This muscle also 
has not heen recorded earlier. 
III. Muscles of the parameresi 
Adductor of the outer paramere: (Pig.Aa.3|5) 
Ihis broad muscle arises laterally an the internal phrag-
ma of the ninth sternum, and is inserted mesally an the base of the 
basimere of the outer paramere. Christophers (1B60) terms this 
muscle as 'retractor of the basal lobe'. 
Abductor of tha outer parameres (Fig.Aa.416) 
This conical muscle arises antoro-laterally on the ninth 
tergum, and is inserted laterally on the base of the basimere of 
the outer paramere. This muscle has not bean recorded in 4. aegypti 
by Christophers (1960). 
Adductor of the inner parameret (Fig.Aa.4|7) 
!Qii3 muscle arises on the in^*mal apodeme (ifn) of ttie 
basimere of the outer paramere, and is broadly inserted on the 
apical portion of the inner paramere of its side. It appears to 
be homologous with the 'muscle bands arising from tenth tergite 
and inserted into the basal apodeme posteriorly' described by 
Christophers (1960). 
FleiEor of tha telomerat (Fig.Aa.4j8) 
TWLs long muscle arises on the internal inflectlcn (ifn) 
of the basimere of the outer paramere, and is inserted on the 
inner tubercle of the base of the telomere, It is homologous vlth 
the 'mdduetor of the style' described by Christophers (1960). 
TLmtat of the telomerei (Flg.Aa*4|9) 
Shis massire nisole srltes en the greater part of the 
ventral aspect of the basimere) and is inserted on the inner tubercle 
of the base of the telomere. It is homologous with the 'flexor of 
the style' described by Christophers (1960). 
Extensor of the telomeret (Pig.Aa.4;10) 
This muscle is relatively smaller than the muscle No.9 
described above. It arises on the lateral aspect of the baslmere, 
and is inserted oi the outer tubercle of the base of the telomere. 
It is hcxnologous with the 'extensor of the style' described by 
Christophers (1960). 
IV. Muscles of the aedeagusi 
Protractor of the aedeagusi(Fig.Aa.Sj 11) 
This small muscle arises on the internal inflection (ifn) 
of the basimere of the outer paramere, and is inserted on the basal 
sclerite (bp). It is homologous with the 'protractor of the phallo-




Hjc^ilmu^ (Tolaerus) punjjby^ jilff Brom. 
The family Asilldae has heen much neglected by moi^holo* 
gists. Snodgrass (1902) and Relcherdt (1929) are the only accounts 
vailable on the anatomy of the male genitalia. Except making a 
mention of the three pairs of muscles that are responsible for 
the movement of the Intromittent organ, Relcherdt (3S29) has con-
fined himself to the description of skeletal system only. 
The genitalia of Machimus (Xt) PunJabensis in their struc-
tural details show great resfflnblance with the genitalia of Tipnli-
dae and Anisopodldae. 
The male terminalia are composed of segments 8-11, although 
the seventh segment is also intimately associated with the same. 
They are strongly laterally compressed and highly sclerotized . 
Although Snodgrass (1902) has recorded a rotation of the male ter-
minalia in DasyIlls and Laphria. other genera of the family inclu-
ding Machimus do not seem to undergo any such Dotation through 180. 
The eighth segmoit is quite normal in appearance but is 
partly concaaled by the well developed preceding segment. The 
eighth tergum (Flg.Mp.l;T8) is slightly concave on the posterior 
side and normally overlapps the basal portion of the ninth tergum. 
The eighth stamum (Fig.Mp.l$Sg) is also concave on the 
posterior aspect, and partly conceals the following sternum. 
The ninth sagment avlncas many structural peculiarities. 
Its tergum (Fig.Mp.1,2)70) Is medially cleft for the greater part 
of its length, resulting in the formation of two well developed 
lateral, cerous-llke strtmtures between which is located the proo-
tiger (Flg.Kp.l,2)Ptgr). Relcherdt (]j92e) calls these structures 
as *oberer Haltesange% or the upper olaspars, which play an Impor-
a2> 
tant role In mating. 
The ninth sternum (Fig.Mp.l;Sg) is medially deeply concave. 
Laterally* on each side it bears the paramere (PMR) which consists 
of a basimere (bmr) and a telomere <tmr)* Reicherdt (3^29) calls 
the basimere as *i>ntere Haltezange' or the lower claspers, and 
the telcmere as paramere. This interpretation, howtnrer, cannot 
be accepted. The entire two-segmented structure, and not its 
apical part only, represents the true psramere. The telomere is 
articulated with the basimere, and is movable by means of the 
muscles arising in the latter. The basimere, likewise, receives 
muscles from the ninth sternum. 
The intromittent organ (Fig.Hp.2|I0) is a highly sclerotized 
structiire and is more or less a mirror image of its counter part 
met with in Tipulidae and Anisopodidae, and appears to be similarly 
derived from the e^aculatory duct. The intromittent organ distally 
gets three pronged, the median prong carrying the opening of the 
ejaculatory duct at its base (Qpr). Snodgraso (1902) was of the 
opinion that the seminal passage divides into three tubes at the 
bases of the prongs and opens by three apertures at their tips. 
The intromittent organ for the greater part of its length 
is enclose in a membranous sac, the genital chamber (Fig.Mp.2jGC). 
The latter is reinforced by an elaborate endo-skeleton which is 
composed of two parts, viz., a vertical, and a horizontal. 
The vertical part is more or less U-shaped in cross-secticaa, 
and postero-dorsally is produced into a large wing-like extension 
on either side. A similar but relatively much smaller exttmsion 
is also present in the antero-ventral aspect <sa. each 3ide(b). 
Postero-ventrally on each side, the vertical part is conti-
nued into a posteriorly directed rod-like structure (r) which 
presents a slightly twisted appearane^. The posterior extremity 
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of each rod is fused %d.th the ventral margin of the ninth tergum 
just above the articulation of the latter with the basimere. The 
two lateral rods are connected with each other by a stretch of 
membrane which foiTOS the roof of the g^ enital chamber, ^eicherdt 
(1929) does not describe any structure corresponding to the hori-
zontal part of the endoskeleton in his studies on Asilidae. 
A vertically flat internal apodeme (Fig.Mp.2jApIo) is asso-
ciated with the base of the intromittent organ and is responsible 
for the movaoent of the latter through the action of muacles. 
The tenth sternum (Pig.Mp.2jS-j^ 0^  ^^ ^ *^® ^ °'™ °^ * ^ ®^1 
sclirotized, arched, more or less rectangtxlar plate which is postero-
vtntrally produced in the form of a flap-like structure on either 
side (c). 
The sternum of the elevaith segment (Fig.Mp.2183^ 3^ ) is in 
the form of two longitudinal plates lying side by side, making a 
slightly obtuse angle with the tenth sternum which apparently gives 
them a postero-dorsal orientation. 
The terga of the tenth and eleventh segments apparently 
seem to have fused with each other to give rise to the two longi-
tudinal plates lying side by side (Pig.Mp.2}T2^ 0+ll^ » 
The proctiger which is formed by the segments lO-ll(Ptgr) 
provides exit to the alimentary canal at its tip, through the anus. 
Muacles of the terminalia 
Besides the muscles which are assobiated with the parameres, 
the genital chamber and its endoskeleton, and the intromittent 
organ, other muscles of the male terminalia can conveniently be 
placed in three categories, viz., the inter*tergal muscles, the 
inter-sternal muscles, and the tergo-sternal muscles. 
!• Inter-tergal muacleat 
RetfMtor of the ninth tergumt (Pig.Mp.3|l) 
This xnuolt MTiwB dorso-laterally on the basal rsgion of 
Qy^' 
the eighth tergum, and is likewise inserted on the basal margin 
of the ninth tergum. 
Retractor of the ninth tergumt (Fig.Mp.3j2) 
This muscle arises ventro-laterally on the eighth tergum, 
and is inserted dor so-laterally an. the basal margin of the ninth 
tergum, outer in relation to muscle Hoil. 
II• Inter-sternal m^^clesi 
Retractor of the ninth stemumt (Pig,Mp.3)3) 
This muscle arises dorso-laterally on the basal margin of 
the eigth sternum, and is likewise inserted on the basal margin 
Qfi the ninth sternum. 
Retractor of the ninth stemumt (Fig.M|).3j4) 
This muscle arises on the basal margin of the eighth ster-
num, outer in relation to the muscle Noi3, and is inserted 
ventro-laterally on the basal margin of the ninth sternum. 
Retractor of the eleventh stemumi (Fig.MD.3t5) 
This muscle arises postero-laterally on the tenth sternum, 
and is likewise inserted on the lateral plate of the eleventh 
sternum, 
III. Tergo-stemal muscleai 
Tergo-sternal retractor of the eighth stemumt (Fig.Mp.3j6) 
This muscle arises laterally on the eighth tergum, and is 
inserted on the inter-segmental membranous area, in the postero-
dorsal vicinity of the eighth sternum. 
Ventral retractor of the tenth stemumt(Fig.Mp.3{7) 
This muscle arises po8tero-x«atrally on the cercus-like 
poBtion of the ninth tergtaa, and is inserted antero-laterally 
on the tenth sternum. 
Boyaal f tractor of the tenth atemumi (Fig.HP.3;3) 
Ihla mitaoXe aviats on the dorao-lateral aspect of the 
iNisaX luiftlii of ^% ftlnth tamsa, aad la Inaertad poataro-
2€ 
laterally on the t«ith sternum 
^^* M»aolgs of the paramerei 
Adductor of the parameret(Fig,Mp.3j9) 
This very strong muscle arises broadly on the outer wall 
of the cercus-like portion of the ninth tergum, and is inserted 
on the posterior end of the rod-like structure (r), just above 
the articulation with the basimere. This muscle also partly 
acts as an adductor of the cercus-like structure. 
Abductor of the paramerei(Pig,Mp.3jlO) 
This muscle arises dorso-laterally on the posterior aspect 
of the ninth sternum, and is obliquely inserted on the basal 
margin of the outer wall of the basimere. 
Adductor of the telcaneret (Fig.Mp.3| 11) 
This relatively short, but strong muscle arises en the 
dorso-lateral aspect of the outer wall of the basimere, and is 
Inserted on the inner basal angle of the telomere(tmr). 
Abductor of the telomeret (Fig.Mp.3|12) 
This muscle arises on the postero-lateral aspect of the 
outer wall of the basimere, and Is inserted on the outer 
basal angle of the telcmiere (tmr). 
V. MttBcleB of the g«ital c^fmbf^ ,^ «d its endoskeletoni 
Ventro-lateral dilator of the genital chamber:(Fig.Mp.3t13^ 
This ribbon-like musole arises on the ventro-lateral aspect 
of the ninth stemum, and is inserted postero-laterally on 
the membranous genital chamber. 
Poafro«doraal dilator of the genital, <^ hqmbfry rF<g.Flg.wp..'^ l IAI 
This abort muselo arisos vtntro-laterally on the basal 
margin of the ainth tergomt and is dorsally inserted en the 
rod-likt gtraeturo <r) approzimatoly in the middle. 
;^ 'i 
This long muscle arises dorsolaterally on the outer wall 
of the cercus-like structure, and passing mesal to the rod (r) is 
inserted on the laterally compressed, double walled, antero-ventral 
extaisicn (b) of the U-shaped portion of the eadoskeleton of the 
genital chamber. This muscle also partly acts as an abductor of 
the cercus-like portion of the ninth tergum. 
Protractor of the intromittent oraant (Fig.Mp.4il6a« ISb) 
This muscle consists of two bundles,viz., 13a and 16b which 
arise dorsally and ventrally on the inner surface of the large 
postero-dorsal extension of the endoskeletonCa) of the genital 
chamber, and are inserted on the postero-lateral surface of the 
apodena of the Intromittent organ(Apio). 
Retractor of the intromittent organi (Pig.Mp.4| 17) 
This conical muscle arises on the anterior half of the rod 
(r), and is ventrally Inserted at the base of the intromittent 
organ. 
Retractor of the intromittent organt (Pig .Mp .4 j 18) 
This broad muscle arises from the same portion of the rod 
(r) which provides Inertion to the muscle Noil4, and is inserted 
on the postero-ventral edge of the postero-dorsal extension (a). 







Sphaeropheria Indiana Big. 
Although references to various anatomical features of 
Syrphidae are occasionally met with in entomological literature, 
no work is available on the skeleto-muscular system of the male 
genitalia. Metcalf (1921) has dealt with the external anatomy 
of Syrphidae from the taxonomioal point of view. Zumpt and Heinz 
(1949) have described the male genitalia of Bristalis tenax L. 
The male terminalia of Sphaerophoria indiana show every 
evidence of having undergone a process of retro-inversion which 
is the result of left-to-right winding of the involved segments, 
including their turning around the sagittal axis of the body at 
the same time. 
Although the fifth tergum (Fig.Si.l,2,3jT5) is quite 
normal in position, its sternum (Fig.Si.l,2,3$85) is the first 
part of the abdomen to be involved in the winding process and gets 
shifted left-wards. The sterna of sixth and seventh segments are 
like-wise displaced alongwith the fifth sternum. The sixth tergum 
(Fig.2,3jT6) is represflnted by a very small sclerotic strip 
Interposed laterally between the fifth and eighth terga on the 
left side. Xhe seventh tergum has obviously completely membranieeA. 
The eighth sternum (Fig.lf2,d:^{S8) is represented by a transverse 
sclerotic bar under the eighth tergum (Tg). The former is articu-
lated with the latter on the right side, but on the left side it 
gets fused with the antero-ventral aspect of the genital syn-tergum. 
The genital syn-segment, formed by the ninth and tenth 
segments together, is the most conspicuous feature of the male 
terminalia. f^any workers on Diptera call it 'epandrium'. The 
psoctiger is located in the middle of the syn-tergum which is the 
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fusion product of ninth and t«ith terga. 
The syn-tergum is a well developed structure (Fig.Si.1,2, 
3;T9+io)» aiid appears to be largely composed of the ninth tergum, 
confining the tenth tergal elements to a relatively narrow area 
around the base of the proctiger. postero-laterally on each side, 
the syn-tergum bears the surstyli. Each surstylus (Pig.Si.1,2,3;ss) 
is a large, flap like, structure which is dorsally produced in the 
form of a lobe. Basally, the surstylus is articulated with the 
syn-tergum. Zumpt and Heinz (1949) term apparently similar struc-
tures in E, tenax as 'paralobi' which, however, are regarded by 
them to represent the tenth sternum. 
The ninth sternum (Fig.Si.l,2,3jS9) is in the form of a 
well developed ring which is more or less vertically orientated 
so as to give its morphologically anterior and posterior aspects, 
ventral and dorsal locations,respectively. This genital ring 
appears to be homologous with the 'ninth tergostemum' described 
by Zumpt and Heinz (1949) in g. tenax. Medio-laterally on each 
side, the genital ring bears a tiny projection which articulates 
with a similar projection from the ninth tergum. This articula-
tion ffliables the genital ring to swing to and fro under muscular 
acti(m. A similar articulation has also been described in g. tenax. 
In a slightly dorsal location the genital ring on each 
side bears a small triangular projection which is articulated with 
the antero-ventral angles of a highly arched shield (Fig.Si.1; 
pmr+Sj^ o)» ^ 6 latter is a composite structure formed as a resuilt 
of fusion of the parameres with the tenth stemiam. The composite 
nature of the shield is further borne out by a reference to the 
condition found in g. tenax where the parameres form a more or 
less «V-shaped' structure. The stretch of mwabrane between the 
arms of the 'V obviously represents the tenth sternum. The 
sclerotization of this membranous area would produce the condition 
met with in g. Indiaaa. Yantrally, the composite shield bears 
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a few strong spine-like bristles (Fig• Si• 2,3)spa.)• 
The parameres are distally differentiated as short outi-
oular lobes continued beyond the postero-lateral ends of the 
composite shield referred to above (Pig.Si.l,2,35piar). !Chese 
diffsrentiated lobes of parameres are wanting In g* tanax* 
The paramere lobes lie closely approximated to the inner 
sides of the surstyli and appear to work in harmony with the latter 
as clasping organs. 
The aedeagus is composed of two parts articulated at an 
angle with each other. The basal part (Pig.Si.l,2,3}a) is in tiie 
form of a box which at the base receives the horizontally flattened 
end of the aedeagal apodeme (Apa)* and at the distal end articulates 
with the second part of the aedeagus (b). The latter is further 
subdivided into a short, swollen, basal portion which posteriorly 
narrows into a neck to join the more or less heart»shaped apical 
portion which swells out into a membranous cas (sac) on the ventral 
aspect. The endpphallus opens to the exterior postero^medially 
in the saccular portion through VCIB f>luaUobve.*v,^(-pt.ty). 
The aedeagal apodeme (Fig.Si.2,3{Apa) is responsible for 
the mov«iifflit of the aedeagus. Anteriorly it is vertically flattened 
into a fan-shaped plate, vAiereas posteriorly it end as a horizontal 
flange abutting against the base of the aedeagus. 
A palp-like structure (Fig.&i.l,2,3}p) closely flanks the 
aedeagus on each side at the base. The two palpi are closely 
approximated to each other, and vertically project in the cavity 
under the arched composite shield described earlier, in resting 
condition. The apparently homologous 'claw-shaped* appendages 
flanking the base of the aedeagus in g. tenax. are regarded as 
true 'parameres' by Zumpt and Hein« (1949). This evidently is an 
erroneous contention. It appears reasonable to conclude t^at these 
structure are merely modifications of the phallobase, and have 
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nothing t o do with t^e t r ue paraaeres of other i n s e e t s . 
On the outer aspect around the base of each palpt the 
gen i ta l r ing i s produced in the form of a small t r i angula r f lange . 
Tb.9 p roc t iger i s located ra the r in the middle of the 
gen i ta l syn-torgum and i s flanked by the two paraprocts (F ig ,S i . 1, 
2 ,3 ;pap t ) . The anus op«is to the ex ter ior a t the ap ica l end of 
the paraproot . 
Muscles of the Termlnalla 
In addit ion to the muscles which are responsible for the 
movement of the parameres and the aedeague^ other muscles of tlie 
male terminalia can conveniently be grouped in to three broad 
Categories, v i z . , the i n t e r - t e r g a l muscles, the i n t e r - s t e r n a l 
muscles, and the t e rgo-s te rna l muscles. 
I , I n t e r - t e r g a l musclest 
Dorsal r e t r a c t o r of the eighth tergumiCFig. S i . 5 ; i ) 
This paired muscle a r i s e s pos te r io r ly on the l e f t s ide of 
the f i f t h tergum, and i s inser ted on the basal port ion of the 
eighth tergum, raesal in r e l a t ion to the s ixth tergum. In view 
of i t s asymmetrical pos i t ion , t h i s muscle a l so ac t s as a r o t a t o r 
of the eighth tergum. This muscle has not so fa r been recorded 
in Diptera. 
Dorsal r e t r a c t o r of the syn-tergum:(Flg«sl.3.4^2) 
This unpaired muscle a r i s e s pos te r io r ly on the eighth 
tergum, and i s inser ted on the basal oort ion of the syn-tergura 
(obviously belonging to the n in th tergum). In view of i t s 
s l i gh t l y asymmetrical pos i t ion , t h i s muscle a l so ac t s as a 
ro t a to r of the syn-tergum. This muscle appears to be homologous 
to the ' inter-segmental muscles* which extend between the 
'seventh tergum* and the »anal tergum* in Calliphora ervthro-
cephala (Graham-smith,1938). 
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I I . I n t e r - s t e r n a l mufla.es» 
Yegitral r e t r ac to r of the s ixth sternumt (F ig .S i .3 j3) 
This shee t - l ike muscle a r i s e s on the basal aspect of the 
f i f t h sternum, and i s inser ted l ike-wise on the s ix th sternum. 
Ventral r e t r ac to r of the sevenldi stemumt (Pig .S i .3 ;4) 
This shee t - l ike muscle a r i s e s on the basal aspect of the 
sixth sternum, and i s like-\irise inser ted on the seventh 
sternum. 
Ventral r e t r ac to r of the eighth stemumt (Fig.Si .3 ,455) 
This r e l a t i v e l y shor t , shee t - l ike muscle a r i s e s on the 
r igh t margin of the seventh sternum, and i s inser ted on tiie 
ba r - l ike eighth sternum which i s fused basal ly with the gen i t a l 
syn-tergum. In t h i s way, i t a l so works as a rotator-cum-
ven t ra l r e t r a c t o r of the gen i ta l syn-tergum. The Importance 
of t h i s muscle l i e s in the fac t tha t i t es tab l i shes beyond 
any doubt the fusion of the eighth sternum with the an tero-
ven t ra l aspect of the gen i ta l syn-tergui-i (obviously belonging 
to the ninth tergum), 
I I I . Tergo-sternal muscles: 
Dorso-ventral compressor of the f i f t h segment:(Pig.Si .3j6) 
This shee t - l ike muscles exta ids between the l a t e r a l 
margin of the f i f t h tergum and sternum on each s ide . 
Dorso-ventral compressor of the s ixth segment:(Pig.Si .3,5j7) 
This unpaired muscle a r i s e s on the p o s t e r o - l a t e r a l aspect 
of ttie s ixth sternum on the l e f t s ide , and i s inser ted on the 
small s ix th tergum. In view of i t s unpaired na tu re , t h i s 
muscle ac t s ra ther as a r e t r a c t o r of the s ixth tergum. 
Dorso-ventral compressor of the eighth segment: (F ig ,S i .3 ,4 ;8 ) 
This unpaired muscle a r i s e s in the v i c i n i t y of the basal 
angle of the eighth tergum on the r i g h t s ide , and i s inser ted 
near the apex of the ba r - l i ke eighth sternum. 
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Retractor of the ninth sternum: (F ig .S i .3 ;9 ) 
This f a i r l y strong muscle a r i s e s on the a n t e r o l a t e r a l 
aspect of the geni ta l syn-tergum (obviously belonging t o the ninth 
tergum), and i s inser ted a n t e r o - l a t e r a l l y on the n in th sternum. 
I t appears to be homologous with the 'Levator of ttie g a i i t a l ring* 
described by Zaka-ur-Rab (1971) in Dacus cucurbi tae . Graham-smith 
(1938) shows a similar muscle «Ho,e' a r i s ing on the upper edge 
of the ' ana l tergum', and inse r t ing on the side of the 'p rogeni ta l 
p l a t e ' in C. erythrocephala» 
Median r e t r a c t o r of the canposite shie ld : (Fig .Si .3 j10) 
This strong paired muscle a r i s e s medio- la tera l ly on the 
pos ter ior port ion of the gen i t a l syn-tergum (obviously belonging 
to the tenth tergum), and i s inser ted on the medio- la tera l aspect 
of the composite shield (obviously belonging to the tenth sternum). 
I t appears t o be similar to the 'Dorsoventral compressor of the 
tenth segment' described by Zaka-ur-Rab (1971) in fi. cucurbi tae , 
IV. Muscles of the parameret 
Lateral adductor of the composite sh ie ld : (Fig .Si .3;11) 
This strong paired muscle a r i s e s a n t e r o - l a t e r a l l y on the 
geni ta l syn-tergum (obviously belonging to the n in th tergum), and 
i s inser ted l a t e r a l l y on the composite shield (obviously belonging 
to the paramere). I t appears homologous to the 'Adductor of the 
paramere' described by Zaka-ur-Rab (1971) in D. cucurbi tae . I t 
seems similar t o the muscle 'No.a' shovm as a r i s i ng on the ' ana l 
tergum' and inse r t ing on the ' ep ip l eu ra l rod* in C. erythrocephala 
by Graham-smith (1938). 
Abductor of the composite shie ld : (Fig .Si .3 ;12) 
This long muscle a r i s e s postero-medially on the g e n i t a l 
syn-tergum, and i s inser ted medially a t the base of the ccwiposite 
sh ie ld . Except with the difference of a s l i g h t sh i f t in the sea t 
of its origin, this muscle appears to be similar to the 'Adductor 
of the paramerejNo,182' described by Z,aka-ur-Rab (1971) in 
S' cucurbitae. 
V. Muscles of the aedeagust 
Depressor of the aedeagust (Pig.&i.3$13) 
This paired muscle arises postero-medially on the ninth 
sternum, and is inserted laterally at the anterior end of tiie 
aedeagai apodeme* In resting condition, the aedeagus lies quite 
concealed under the arch of the composite shield. The contraction 
of this muscle brings the aedeagus out of its concealed position. 
It is homologous with the 'Levator of the phallobase' described 
by Zaka-ur-Rab (1971) in £• cucurbitae. It is also probably similar 
to the muscle 'Ho.g' of g,. erythrocephala (Graham-smith, 1938), and 
the 'protractor of the aedeagus' of Drosophila melanogaster 
Ferris,1950). 
Levator of the aedeagust (Fig.Si.3j 14) 
This paired muscle arises anteriorly on the ninth sternum, 
and is inserted at the base of the aedeagus on each side. On its 
contraction, this muscle brings the aedeagus back to its resting 
condition under the arched composite shield. It appears to be 
similar to the muscle 'No.k' described by Graham-smith (1938) in 
£• erythrocephala• An apparently homologous muscle has been 
described as 'retrator of the aedeagus' in D. melanogaster by 
Ferris (1950), 





11&&2& nelanlo Pahr. 
No vork is available on the skeleto-musoular system of 
the male gaaitalia of Musoa nehulo Fahr., the conmon house-fly 
of northern India. Hewitt (3d 14) has described the gineral ana-
tomy of Musoa domestiea L., without) however, going into the 
details of the genitalia. Ihis lack of information is all the 
more surprising when one takes into account the medical importance 
of the house-fly, and the fact that it is one of the insects 
taught as a type to the stud^its of eatomology. 
The male terminalia ^ o w evidence of having undergone a 
process of retro-inversion through 360, and are tucked underneath 
the abdontm so as to be ccncealed from view from above. 
The sixth tergum is in the form of a narrow sclerotic 
strip showing very little symptoms of asymmetry. The sixth sternum 
is displaced from its normal position and is located in the left 
lateral aspect of the abdomen. Dorsally, its tip is intimately 
associated with the antero-ventral aspect of the small, triangular, 
seventh sternum. Internally, the sixth sternum projects inside 
the abdomen in the form of a slightly crescent shaped inflection 
\Aiich is sometimes erroneously depicted by some workers as an 
external sderotisation (Figs. lto.1-2). 
The seventh tergum is completely atrophied. The sevmth 
sternum, however, is represented by a small triangular plate 
located in the left lateral side of the abdomen (Fig.Mn. 1-2) S^). 
Postero-dorsally, the sevwith sternum is broadly fused with the 
vmtral portion of the eifhth tergum. The sevoath spiraele (8P7) 
1« loeated J^t befcad the apex of the triangular sev«ith stemuBi. 
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The eighth tergisn i s an asyausetrical plate located dorso* 
laterally in the abdomen just before the genital syn»tergUB (Pigf. 
Mh.l-2| TQ)* The right ejctremity of the eighth tergum i s closely 
associated with the genital s|^ <>tergi8By i^ereas the relatirely 
broader le f t end i s fused with the sevonth sternum. Many of the 
earner workers such as CramptGn(194S,3J944a) regarded the eighth 
tergum as the sternum. SteyskGl(19S7), however, correctly assiofnes 
this plate to the eighth tergum* 
The e l « . t . s t e^M U not evl.eat as a separate p latV ^ t 
as i s amply clear by a study of the fate of this plate in tl|ir 
Syiphidae, i t i s reasonably certain tiiat the eighth stemw** in 
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the higher forms has merged with the antero-ventral aspeev of the 
genital syn-tergum (ref. Fig.Si.l-^)# 
The ninth tergum gets fused with the twith tergum to form 
the genital syn-tergum (Pig, Ito,l-2| T9+10) %fhlch bears the two 
palx-o of ^Ulterior and poatsrior surstyll . 
The anterior surstyll (ssx) are more or less plate-like 
struotiares and are ocxmected with the syn-tergpa by ^ l8lto-4»lero-
t i e strip along their posterior aspect, 
ISie posterior surstyll (SS2) are also plate-like struetnred, 
nther Incompletely separated from eaMi other along their mesal 
margin. Dorsally, each posterior surstylus i s in articulation 
with the anterior surstylus of i t s sideias well as with the po»-
tero»vantral angle of the genital syn-tergam. The posterior sur-
styl l are usually referred to as the eerd by a number of workers 
on Diptera, \^iiah, however, s e ^ s to be rather an erroneous oon-
tsntion. 
The ninth sternum i s a horse-shoe shaped structure which 
i t basally produced in the form of an infleetlcn. The two arms 
«r the ninth sternum directly articulate vlUk tshe basal region 
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of the anterior suratylus of their respective aide. It is,there* 
fore, reasonable to conclude that the inner parameres in case 
of the house-flf, have fused with the posterior ends of the aims 
of the ninth stemito. 
The phallohase gives rise to only a single pair of fre-
gonites (Pig.lfti.Siprg). The post-gonltes are absent. The pre* 
gonites are provided with their characteristic rausculatore and 
are interpolated between the phallobase and the base of th© 
aedeagusC Figs.141.4,5), 
The aedeagus is a relatively simple structure. It con-
sists of a basal sclerotlsed tube, and an apical portion irfilch is 
completely hyaline (Pig.lfa.SjAed). 
The proctiger is completely membranous. The tenth sternum 
is not represented by any sclerotlsed structure. 
Muscles of the Termlnalia 
Besides the muscles which are associated with the sur-
styli, the aedeagus, and the proctiger, other muscles of ttie 
male termlnalia can oonvenieatly be grouped under three categories, 
viz., the inter*tergal muscles, the inter-sternal muscles, and the 
tergo-sternal muscles. 
I* Inter^tergal muscle^i 
Retractor of the sixth tertromt (Fig. lto.3|l) 
This muscle arises dorso-laterally on. the fifth tergom, 
and is inserted ventro-laterally on the sixth tergum. 
Retractor of the sixth tergumt (Fig.Ma.3|2) 
This muscle arises ventro-laterally on the fifth tergum, 
and is inserted on the membrane just below the sixth spiraeX** 
ff?tyft<?1fOr 9r ^ » f%lS^%^ %^9mt (Fig.lte.3)3) 
This musole arises v<atro*laterally on the sixth tergum^ 
and is lai«rt«A on the eighth tmrgum jiist above the lenrel of 
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the seventh spiracle. 
Retractor of the syn-tergumt (Pig.Mh.3j4) 
This muscle arises ventro-laterally on the eighth tergum, 
m d is like*vlse inserted en the s^-tergum. 
II• Inter-fftyyi^ j^L aiiy93.fa» 
Retractor of the siacth stemtPBi (Pig,m.3;5) 
This muscle arises medio-laterally on the fifth steminai 
and is inserted vantrally on the internal .Ijiflection of the 
sixth sternum. 
Retractor of the seventh stemumt (Pig,J4i.3;6) 
This muscle arises dorsally on the internal inflection 
of the sixth stemtua, and is inserted antero-dorsally en the 
internal inflection of t^o seventh sternum. 
Retractor of the seventh stemunt (Fig.lto.3j7) 
This nusol© arises on the sixth sternum as well as its 
internal inflection, and is inserted on the v'Titral portion 
of the internal inflectioo. of the seventh sternum. 
Retractor of the seventh stemumi (Fig.Ma.3j8) 
this muscle arises cai the internal inflection of the sixth 
sternum juist below the origin of the muscle Hot 6, and is 
inserted on the ventral tip of tjpre Internal inflection of 
the seventh sternum. 
Yantral retractor of the svn-tergumt (Pig.}fti.3;9) 
This muscle arises on the seventh sternum and is inserted 
antero-ventrally on the genital syn-tergum, on the portion 
evldeatly belonging to the eighth sternum. Since the latter 
is incorporated in the syn-tergian, this muscle works as a 
retractor of the syn-tergun even though it is an inter-sternal 
muscle. 
^11* HfTIf^ilfgaiJr mifflti* 
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Dorso«v«atral retractor of the ninth stemumi (Fig.Ito,3}10) 
This muscle arises laterally en the syn-tergust, and is 
inserted antero-laterally on the ninth stemtun. This muscle also 
»erT«s as a levator of the basal portion of th© ninth stemtaa* 
DorsO"Y<ptral retractor of the tenth stemumt (Pig.Ita,3|ll) 
This muscle arises postei^-laterally on the genital 
syn-tergum, and is inserted posteriorly on the membranous floor 
on the portion evidently belonging to the tenth sternum, 
IV. l^ ftiscles of the surstyli: 
Adductor of the anterior surstylust (Fig,Ito«3||2) 
This muscle arises aedlo-laterally on the basal region 
of the syn-tergum, and is inserted on the anterior angle of 
the anterior surstylus of its side. This muscle also acts 
partly as a flexor of the anterior surstylus. 
Abductor of the posterior suratylusi (Fig, Mh.3}13) 
This muscle arises on the syn-tergum between the origins 
of the muscles let 12 and Nojll^ and is inserted on the anterior 
basal angle of the posterior surstylus of its side. It also 
partly acts as an extensor muscle, 
Cqmpressor of the posterior surstylust (Pig.Ma.3j14) 
This muscle extends between the postero-ventral margins 
of the two sides of the genital syntergumi passing just under-
neath the terminal portion of the rectum. This muscle in view 
of its location, serves indirectly as a compressor of the 
posterior surdtyll. 
gompre^for of the posterior surstylust (Fig.M.3fl5) 
This muscle extends between the dorsal margins of the 
outer walls of the posterior surstyli of the two sides. 
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This muscle oonslsts of two Imndles arising antero-
laterally and postero-laterally on the ninth stemusif and are 
inserted respectively OQ the anterior and posterior surfaces of 
the aedeagal apodeme* 
Retractor of the aedeagust (Plg.Jta.«jl7) 
This muscle arises antero*^edlally on the ninth sternum, 
and is inserted antero-vantrally on the aedeagal apodeme. 
^^» Muscles of the pre^gonitest (Pig.Mtt.4|18) 
Retr^ l^^ oa^  of t^ hg pirf^ KQ^ :^ !^^ ^ 
This muscle arises antero-ventrally on the ninth sternum, 
and is inserted anteriorly on the base of the pre-gonite. 
Protractor of the pr^->ganltei (Pig.Jto#4j3J9) 
This muscle arise on the antero-ventral aspect of the 
aedeagal apodeme, outer to the insertion of the muscle Noil7, 
and is inserted on the base of the pre-gcnite, outer to the 
Insertion of the muscle NojlS, 
^^* Muscles of the Proctigert 
Retractor of the paranrootst (Fig.Ma.3j20) 
This muscle arises on the postero-lateral aspect of the 
genital syn-tergum, and is inserted dorsally at the base of 
the ptmbranous paraproct of its side. 




Scatophaga stercorarlum L. 
No published account Is available on the morphology of the 
family Scatophagldae, particularly with reference to the male 
genitalia. 
The male terralnalia of Scatophaga stercorarlum show every 
evidence of having undergone a process of retro-lnverslon %dilch Is 
the result of left-to-rlght winding of the Involved segments 
through 360, Including their turning around the sagittal axis of 
the body at the same time. 
The sixth segment Is the first segment of the male terml-
nalla to be Invlved In the wlndlnd process. Its tergum (Flg.Ss.ljTg) 
Is In the form of a moderately small sclerlte ^ Ich narrows down 
to a fine sclerotic strip on the left side, containing the sixth 
spiracle at Its end(Sp6)* 
The sixth sternum Is In the form of a small sclerotic Island 
In the left side of the body, which at raie end communicates with 
the ventral portion of the seventh sternum, and at the other end 
with the fifth sternum. Internally, the sixth sternum Is provided 
with a well developed Inlectlon throughout Its length. This Inflec-
tion serves as an Important seat for muscle attachments. 
The seventh tergum has obviously totally atrophied. The 
seventh sternum Is a rather wedge-shaped structure. Interpolated 
between the sixth and eighth terga on the left side of the body. 
Although It Is clearly set off from the sixth tergum. Its demarca-
tion from the eighth tergum Is Incomplete. The seventh spiracle of 
the left side Is located lii the upper portion of the seventh sternum. 
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The eightii tergum Is a relatively large plate located just 
anterior to the genital syn-tergum (Flg.Ss.ljTg)* Antero-ventrally, 
It Is fused with the seventh sternum on the left side. 
There Is no external indication of the preswrice of the 
eighth stemumi but it Is quite likely that the moderately well 
developed internal inflectian along the antero-ventral aspect of 
the genital syn-tergum (Flg.Ss.5|S8) belongs to the eighth sternum. 
This is further borne out by a reference to the condition found in 
Sphaerouhoria Indiana, where the eiithth sternum is definitely in« 
corpora ted in the ventral aspect of the genital syn-tergum. 
The genital syn-segment which Is the fusion product of the 
ninth and tenth segments, is a very conspicuous feature of the 
terminalia, having a more or less gibbous appearance. 
The genital syn-tergum (Plg.Ss.liSjTg+ioJ ^^ ^ proalnent 
structure, and bears the two pairs of anterior and posterior sur-
styli. 
The anterior surstyli (Fig.Ss.l,4jssx) are very well deve-
loped and claw-like in their appearance. Each anterior surstylus 
is borne by the ventral region of the syn-tergum and articulates 
with the antero-voatral angle of the latter. At the other end it 
articulates with t^e antero-lateral aspect of the posterior sur-
•t^lus of its side. 
The posterior surstyli (Fig.&s.l;ss2) are relatively smaller, 
having a more or less rectangular shape. They are articulated with 
the postero-ventral angles of the syn-tergum which are produced in 
^ e form of short, narrow extensions before getting fused with the 
antero-dorsal aspects of the posterior surstyli. Each posterior 
furstylus is also articulated with the anterior surstylus of its 
side as already mentioned earlier. This articulation enables the 
two surstyli to work together as clasping organs. The posterior 
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surstyll have been referred to as 'cerci» by practically all of 
the workers on Dlpteraj who oonsider 'tiiese to be the appendages 
of the eleventh segment, Th0 latter, however, is a residual 
structure in Diptera, partcularly in the males of higher forms. It 
is difficult to attribute these well developed structures to the 
eleventh segment which, besides being highly reduced in itself, 
does not f u m i ^ even a single muscle to them. Further, these 
structures are always intimately associated with the genital syn-
tergxmi, as well as the anterior surstyli, and receive muscles from 
the former. It seams reascaaable to conclude that they are either 
sub-divisions of the surstyli, or newly developed structures from 
the syn-tergum (portion belonging to the tenth tergura?). Keeping 
in view the above considerations, it is hardly possible to entertain 
the idea of their being the *cerci». 
The ninth sternum (Pig.Ss.5;Sg) is in the form of a slightly 
laterally compressed ring resulting from the Mutual fusion of the 
posteriorly directed arms of the otherwise horse-shoe shaped struc-
ture. Anteriorly, the ninth sternum is produced in the form of a 
well developed internal inflection(ifn) which serves as an important 
seat for attachment of muscles. 
The ninth sternum completely anoircles the base of the 
aedeagus, and the two pairs of more or less hook-shaped structures. 
The latter consist of two pairs, viz., an anterior pair, and a post-
erior pair. The latter is in articulation at one «ad with the base 
of the aedeagus, and at the other with the anterior pair which, In 
turn, is articulated with the phallobase. These »tructur«« (Plg.St* 
5J PPg»pog), have been subjected to a great variety of lnterpr«ta» 
tions by workers on Diptera. Lowne (1895) called th« anterior and 
posterior •ganapophysaa». Brual (1895), Patton (0932), and Head*! 
(1928) refer to thaae as 'pafaiBeresi CraAptm (1048) ooiisldarad 
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the designation 'gcxiapophyses' as inappropr ia te , and ins tead sugges-
ted the neu t r a l terms 'pregcaaites' and ' p o s t g o n i t e s ' . Pollock(1973) 
r e fe r s to than as an t e r io r and pos t e r io r »parameres*. Schlein and 
Theodor (1971) follow Crampton's terminology, but regrad these 
s t ruc tures as poasibljr the 'parameres*. The present w r i t e r cons ide rs 
them to be merely the modifications of the phal lobase , having nothing 
t o do with the parameres. The terminology of Crampton (1942) ha s , 
however, been retained in view of i t s wide usage. 
On each s ide , j u s t behind the p o s t e r o - l a t e r a l angle of the 
n in th sternum, there i s a small semi-lunar s c l e r i t e in te rpo la ted 
between the former and the base of the s u r s t y l u s ( a n t e r i o r ) . This 
ppears to be the inner paramere in a rudiraoatary form (Fig.Ss.Sjpmr) , 
The aedeagus (Pig.Ss.SjAed) i s composed of two po r t i ons . 
The basal rim of the proximal port ion bears the r i g i d spine charac-
t e r i s t i c of many higher Diptera . The d i s t a l por t ion of the aedeagus 
bears a median spine which a t i t s t i p provides ex i t to ttie ando-
phal lus through the gonopore (Gpr). 
At i t s base, the aedeagus i s associated with a well developed 
i n t e r n a l apodeme (Apa), which i s responsible fo r the movement of 
the aedeagus. The aedeagal apodeme i s more or l e s s oross-shaped(-f) 
in the t ransverse secticxi, i t s surfaces serving as sea t s for muscle 
attachmffiit. 
The tenth sternum (Fig.Ss.2jS]^Q) i s present in the form 
of a small s c l e r i t e embedded in the m«nbrane s l i g h t l y pos te r io r 
to the ninth sternum. 
The proc t iger (Fig .Ss .a jPtgr) bears the membranous, f lap 
l i ke paraprocts (Papt) , and bears the anus a t i t s and. 
Besides the muscles \diifth are associa ted with the an t e r i o r 
and pos te r io r s u r s t y l i , the aedeagus and the phal lobase , and tlie 
^6-
oth«r nusoles of th« mala tsrmlnalia ean convmlmtly b« plae«d 
In thr«8 cat«gorl«B, VIB., the inter-tergal muscles, the inter-
steznal mnsoloa, and the tergo-sternal musolesi 
I. Inter-tergal muacleai 
Retractor of the sixth tergqmi (Fig.S3.3|l) 
!Ehls muscle .arises dorso-lateralljr on the fifth tergiM, 
and is inserted likewise en the sixth tergom* 
Retractor of the sixth tergumi (Fig.352) 
This muscle arises vontro-laterally on the fifth tergum, 
and is inserted on the membrane Just below the sixth spiracle. 
Retractor of the eighth tergmat (Fig,Ss.3j3) 
3311s muscle arises dors o-la tor ally on the sixth tergum, 
and is similarly inserted on the eighth tergum. 
petraotor of the genital syn^ wtergomi (Fig.Ss.354) 
This niascla arises dorso-laterally on the eighth tergum, 
and is likewise Inserted on the anterior margin of the genital 
syn-tergum 
I I . Inter-sternal muscles1 
Retractor of the sixth stemuai (Fig.Ss,3|«) 
This muscle arises medio-laterally on the f i fth stemuia, 
and i s inserted veatrally on the internal inflection of the 
sixth sternum. 
Retractor of the sevsnth stemumt (Pig.Ss.3|7) 
This muscle arises doraally on the internal inflection 
of the sixth stemuai, and i s inserted antero-dorsally on the 
Internal infleotiani of the seventh sternum. 
l^^tfaator of the aiwrith stemimf (Pig.Ss.3|8) 
this wwole arlaes on the entire Intesnal inflection of 
^ e sixHi 9%timm I md i s inserted m the ventral portion of 
tiie intffr&ai Infl^etltMi of «h« ttmtlh nfmxm* 
^6 
Vntga l g«tfactog <rf the g m l t a l ayn->tqggm» (Flg.88,3;9) 
This muteXt ar ises on the seventh sternum, and i s inser* 
ted antero-vantrally en the geni tal ayn-tergtna, on the portion 
oiavloaff belongtng t a laie e i ^ t h stemtsa. 
Retractor of the ninth stemxroi (Fig,Ba.5;io) 
This muscle arises on the raemhranous area anterior to 
the ninth stomum, and i s inserted on the antero-ventral surface 
of tiie ninth stemtM. This muscle also par t ly acts as a s l ight 
depressor of the ninth sternum. 
^^^» TergQ-stemal muscles: 
Retractor of the seventh sternum; (Fig.Ss,3j i l ) 
This muscle ar ises l a t e ra l ly on the sixth tergura, and 
i s inserted dorsally on the internal inflecticn of the sevaith 
sternum* 
Oblique retractor of the ninth stemumi (Fig.Ss.3|12) 
This unpaired muscle arises antero- la teral ly on the l e f t 
side of the eighth tergum, and i s inserted, likewise, on the 
ninth sternum (Fig.Ss.S). 
Retractor of the ninth stemumi (Fig.S».3,6jl3) 
This muscle ar ises l a t e ra l ly on the anterior portion 
ot the genital syn-tergum,and i s inserted antero- la tera l ly 
en the nin-& sternum* This muscle also par t ly acts as a 
levator of the ninth sternum. 
Retractor of the ninth Bteinumi (Fig.6s.3)14) 
This muscle ar ises l a te ra l ly on the basal region of the 
genital syn-tergum, and i s inserted postero-lateral ly <m 
the Ainth sternum. Ih other higher Diptera, th i s muscle i t 
lUraaUy inserted on the inner parameres* 
Rtto^Wr 9C t i t %m%h fkHmm* (Fig.ss^siis) 
flULs jaaaffelp curlses postero-laterally m ^« g«iital 
^n 
fyn-tergun* and is inserted on the ssmUX solerotle t«ith stemioi, 
lying just boMnd tbe ninth steRnxta. 
^^«^ff1???,.pf l^.ff^tjfKJ^Qa? jiy^j^^agtyiii {Fls.S&»3|16) 
This muscle arises laterally on the genital syn-tergum 
between the origins of the ausoles Uotl« and Hoi 15, and is 
Inserted on the postaro-mesal angle of the anterior surstylus 
of its aide* 
Flexor of the anterior aurstyluat (Fig.Ss.Sjl?) 
This musole arises laterally csi the hasal portion of 
the geiital sya*tergUDi, and is inserted on the antero-mesal 
angle of the anterior surstylus of its side. 
Extensor of the posterior surstylusi (Fig.Ss,3|18) 
IThis muscle arises antero-medially on the genital syn-
tergum, and is inserted dorsally oa the posterior surstylus 
of its side. 
Flexor of the posterior surstylusi (Fig,Ss.3jl0) 
This muscle arises laterally en the genital sya<*terguiii, 
and is inserted anteriorly on the outer vail of the posterior 
surstylus, before latter's articuliition with the anterior 
surstylus. 
pan^pyfffoy of y^p ^o^%^%qJ^ y^ t^ry^ -^ fft (Fig.Ss.3;aO) 
This musole extends between the outer walls of the two 
posterior surstyli, in the upper half. 
Compressor of the posterior surstylii (Fig.ss.3}5) 
This Koaoie extonds between the postero-ventral margins 
of the genital syn-tergum, and indirectly acts as a eompressor 
Bosdlt of the posterior surstyli. 
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This muftele ocnslsts of two Insidltts (a and b) %dileh ar ia* 
respeetlYaly m the axitero*later«l and postefo-latorcLL aspects of 
the ninth stenxiiai, and are Inserted on the anterior and poster ior 
stZTfaees of the ftedeagal apod«m«. 
Retractor of the aedeagiisi (Plg.Ss.3|22} 
This nnisole arises antero-med&ally en the ninth sternum, and 
i s inserted antero-yentraUy on the aedeagal apodffine. 
^ * mscles of the pra-gonitesi 
Retractor of the pre»gqnitet (Fig,Ss,3523) 
This muscle ar ises antero- la tera l ly on the ninth steraua, 
and i s inserted anteriorly on the base of th« pro'-gonita of 
i t s side* 
Protractor of the pre»goaiitet (Fig.Ss.3ja4) 
Ihis muscl© ar ises oa the antero-vantral aspect of the 
aedeagal apodeme outer to the insert ion of the muscle Hot 22, 
and i s inserted on the base of the pre-gonite of i t s s ide, 
outer to the insert!on of the muscle Not 23. 
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Sarcouhaga mfloomls Pabr. 
ITo reference Is a"TOilatrl0 coi the skoletCT'^ Bnisciilar sTstem 
of the male seaitelia of any sarcopiiagld fl/, Hafaa (1940) has 
givoa an accotint of the arfceraal anatoiay of Sarcophaga faloulata 
Pendelle. Etmpt and Eeinz (aJB50) have coaparea the malo termiaalla 
°^ palliphora td.th those of Sarcopha^a. Crampton(lB44a) has dealt 
with th© nalc terminalie of the sarcophasid flies garcophaga 
haenorrhoidelis and Boettcherl^ latjgtcma in his cojiparativ© 
study of the nale terainolia of calyptrat© Diptera. Kobaclj: (195^) 
has given a ccnoral accotmt of the anatomical featuroo of the 
SarcophEEinae. 
The male tenainalia of Sagcophap^a rufioomis fully imdergo 
the prooeso of retro-lversioa and are tucked tindemaat^ the abdomen 
so OS to be ooacaaled froni view frcan above. 
The sisth tergim CPig«Sr,l*2|%) io a vestigeal sclerotic 
piece slightly asyimetrioally located in the dorsal mesabrane. The 
sixth terguffi has hltfierto been regarded as absent by practically 
all workers aa. the family t'arcophagidae (Roback,1954). Cjrampton 
(1944a) figiiraa a somewhat similar structure in his diagram of 
S« haemorrhoidalis vAlihout, however, labelliag the same. In the 
text, he categorically considers the sixth tergum to have bean 
obliterated. The niuscular relation-ships of this piece, however, 
fully establish the same as the sixth tergum. 
The sixth sternum (Figs.Sr. 1-2;Sg) is in the form of a 
narroiiT sclerotic strip in the left side of the abdCMnen, interpolated 
between the fifth sternum and the ccanposite plate formed by the 
fusion of the seventh sternum with the eighth t«rgum. Internally 
the sixth sternum is provided with a very well developed inflection 
so 
(ifUg). The sirfcih spiracle (&PQ) i s looated in the meiabrane wedged 
in l)0twGcin taie sixth stexntaa and the oomposit© plate on the anterior 
side. 
3aie seifmth tergum ha^ appafe^tljr atropMad, *J!hQ gavanth 
stem-uia has coiapletely merged with the eiglith tergiM to form a 
composite pl^te (Figs.ar.&-2|TQ'»€7) which I s c very prcQainont 
feature of the tenainal ia . Cramp ton <H::44a) and a numbor of ptixer 
workers including Roback (1954) consider IMs plate to "be iiie 
fusioa prodnct of the seventh and eighth otenxa, which ihowever, 
i s not corroborated by the evidence from auactLlature end compara-
tive anatomsr, The seventh spiracle (Spip) i s locstcd in 12ie middle 
of this composito p l a t e . 
The eighth tergtca, as already ncnticncil abovo, gots fused 
with the seventh sternum ^ forming a oociposite p la te , fiio eighth 
stemun i s incorporated in the antoro-vontral porticn of tho 
geni-fcil syn-.tergtim,as i s tlio case in certain Dyrphida© and the 
higher Mptera. 
'£he ninth and the tenth terga fuse with each otlier to 
form the genital syn-tergum which i s a very prominent feature of 
the terminalia (Figs.Br.l-EiT^^j^O^f ®^^  bears the two pairs of 
anterior and posterior su r s ty l i . 
The anterior surs tyl i (ssj^) are re lat ively small, saaaawhat 
triangular plates ar t ic taatod \d.th the postaro-v^atral angles of 
the genital sya-tergum, 
©19 posterior->BUrstyli (ssg) are very well developed and 
elongated, conical in shape. They are ar t iculated with the postero-
v m t r a l angles of the gaai ta l syn-tergum in their upper half, and 
are also raesally closely contiguous with each other in the basal 
PDPticn. 
The ninth sternum i s a horse-shoe shaped structure and 
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is rolmstly built (Figs,Sr.4-5 5 Sg). 
Tha phaULobase gives rise to two pairs of pra-, and post-
gonites (prg, pog). The pre-gonites anteriorly artctilate with the 
phallotesei and posteriorly with the post-gcailtes. !rh9 latter, 
in turn I articulate indirectly \f±th the base of the aedeagus through 
the basal plates of the aedeagus, 
2he aedeagus (Pigs. Sr.4—SjAed) ccaisists of a basal salero-
tised tube-like portion, and a massively developad epical portion 
ccttitaing a number of sclerotlo pieces which are various named hy 
taxonoraiats. There is no basal spine of tho aedeagus. liiternally, 
the aeaeagus is px'ovided with an aedeagal apodome (Apa). 
Tho djciner paraaores (pmr) are rataaer vestigeal, being 
represented by small, solerotised, soae^ diat circular pieces, located 
in the vicinity of the postero-lateral arms of the ninth sternum. 
Crampton (1942) considered these as the remains of the 'connecting 
rods' of insects such as Calliphora. Patton (1934), on the other 
hand, regarded these as the 'sclerotised spiracles* of the eighth 
segment, a cantentitxi which can hardly be defended. 
The tenth stemtim is represented by a pair of very small 
sclerotised pieces(Fig.Sr.4}8,Q) located in close proximity of the 
posterior ends of the arms of the ninth stemuli. 
The eleventh segment forms the membranous proctigar. The 
paraproots (Papt) are in the form of membranouis flap-like struc-
tures. 
Muscles of the Terminalia 
Besides the muscles ii*LLch are associated with the parameres, 
the surstlli, the aedeagus, and the pre-gcailtes, other muscles of 
the male terminalia can conveniently be placed in three ca tegoriesiji 
viz., the inter-tergal muscles, the inter-sternal muscles, and the 
tergo-sternal maselas. 
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I . The iaitgi?-tergal nmscles: 
Retractor of the s ix th tertstpai (F lg .S r . a j l ) 
This muscles a r i s e s medio- la teraUy aa the f i f t h tergum, 
wctd. ±B i n s e r t ed xia fe© ^iay^ ©ixth tergim. 
Retractor of the eighth terguiat (Fig .Br .3 |2) 
"iJhia rauscls a r i s e s on i3iB s ix th tergtjn ond i a i a ce r t ed 
aad io - l a t a r a l l y oa the an t e r io r port ion of the ooaposite p l a t e 
ohTTiously belonging t o the eighth tGrgias, 
Rebraotor of the sgri-tergUCTt (Fig .Sr .3 j3) 
Sliis nui:cla ^T±Ge^ en the r e d i o - l a t o r a l aspect of the 
composite p la t e (olF/iousl^ belcmging t o the oishth tergton)) and 
io l i l ieyiso inoer ted aa Urn an t e r io r portjiai of the s o a i t a l 
cyrL-tcrgUEi. 
3^ -'-* Xciter^gtcmal Mxoclesi 
n.etractor of thg sirfch stennin? (Pig.Dr,354) 
'i!hi3 nuscle a r i s e s n e d i o - l a t e r a l l / on the pos t e r io r por-
t ioa of the f i f t h sternum, and i a inse r ted v e a t r a l l y on toie 
i f i temal i n f l ec t ion of the s ix th stemnm. 
Retractor of the seventh stemttnit (Fig.Gr.3;5) 
This muscle a r i s e s dorsa l ly osa the i n t e r n a l i n f l ec t i on 
of the s ix th stprnxmi, and i s inser ted cai the an te ro-dorsa l 
poBticai of the i a t e m a l in f l ec t ion of the seventh sternum* 
Retractor of the seventh sternumt (Fig,Sr.3}6) 
This muscle a r i s e s on the en t i r e i n t e r n a l i n f l ec t i on of 
the s ix th sternum, and i s inse r t ed an te ro-ven t ra l ly on the 
In te rna l in f l ec t ion of the sevoith sternum. 
Adductor of the copulatory lobest (Fig.Br.3j7) 
This muscle a r i s e s ven t r a l l y on the i n t e r n a l i n f l e c t i on 
of the s ix th sternum and i s inse r ted c«i the ap i ca l por t ion of 
the copulatory lobe of i t s s i de . 
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TcaatraX retractor of the goaltal sim-targumt (Pig,Sr.358) 
This mitsole ar ises Tsroadly cm the seveaith stemtna , and 
i s inserted on th© antero-ventral laargin of VHQ goaital syn-tergtua, 
fSQuiam^ortioa olitsriously jjeionging^ to the eighth *i|BStiiaa, 
I I I . gergO'-'Stemal musclest 
Porso-Tentral retraotor of the t^atli st^ratcai (Fig.sr«3,4:9) 
Ihis mnaole ar i ses l a t e ra l ly aa th© gemital syn-tergma, 
and Is inserted <m the tin^- t^ i th storaitQ of i t s oido» 
OhliquQ retractor of the ninth sterniimi C?ig.Sr.3,4jlO) 
ThlB impaired nusole ar ises ontero-lateral ly on the l e f t 
sid© of the coiaposite p la ta , and i s insortGd antGro-medially 
oa th© ninth sterntm. In view of i t s oblique posi t icn, th is 
rmoole parta^ rotates tho aintli isteKMja a t tho tiri© of rotrao-
t t o i . 
Retractor of tho nia th gtemttrnt (Fig»Sr,3 |4 | l l ) 
*iii|ilii*^ii""iiiiaW«WiiBiW>Mi*—imainl^i i miVi Hnm inmiiHimniw^i—niiiitTBct^m Mii»*^Bimiii«%tMii»<»w>1ii * ^"^ W W 
Shis muscle ar ices l a te ra l ly on th© anterior portioa 
of thegenital syn-terguia, and i s entero~laterally inserted oa 
the ninth sternum. I t also part ly aots as a levator of the 
ninth stermam. 
rv. Muscles of tiie paramerea; 
Dorso-ventral re t ractor of t^ie parameret CFig.Sr.3,45l2) 
This muscle ar ises l a t e ra l ly ca the basal portion of the 
genital syn-tergumi and i s Inserted on the small sclerot ic 
island representing the inner paramere. 
V. Muscles of the surs ty l i i 
Ejctensor of the posterior surstylus: (Fig.3jl3) 
13iis muscle ar ises raedio-laterally cm, the genital syn-
tergum, and i s inserted on the postero-dorsal aspect of tho 
posterior surstylus of i t s s ide. 
Oompressor of the posterior surstylus: (Pig.Sr.3jl4) 
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!I!his 13811(1-11120 muscle extoids between the an t e r i o r margins 
or the outer walls of the s u r s t y l l of the two s i d e s , in the dorsa l 
ha l f . 
Flexor of tha..RQate£lc3ap ^laga^yliie^ <Flg»Br.3|^15) 
This muscle a r i s e s p o s t s r o - l a t e r a l l y on the g e n i t a l syn-
tergura, and i s in se r t ed mldvmy on the inner wal l of the pos t e r io r 
surs ty lus of i t s s ide , along the a n t e r i o r imrgin« 
? ! • I'iusoles of the Aedeagust 
Retractor of tne aedeagust (Kis.Br.SjlG) 
Ih is muscle a r i soa antero-r iedlal ly on. th« nliath o temun, 
and i s insortod midway on tlie an te r io r sorfaco ot the nedeagal 
apodciiia* 
Pro t rac tor of the aedoaguai {Fis»Gr.5 | l7a,r7b) 
i l i ls miu;olG ccQOiots of two "bundlasC a and 'a} a r i s i n g 
respuctivoly an tho ant o r o - l a t o ra l and ID as t e r o - l a t e r a l aspect 
of the n in th sternum, and ge t t ing inse r ted on the an te r io r 
and pos te r ior surfaces of tho aedeagal apoderae* 
YIX. Muscles of the pre~gonitest 
Pro t r go tor of tlie nre-gcaiitet (Pig.&r.SjlS) 
This muscle a r i s e s on the an te ro-ven t ra l aspect of the 
aedeagal apodeme, outer to the insert icai of muscle HoflS, and 
i s inser ted on the base of the pre-goni te of ibo s ide , outer 
to the inserticBi of muscle Not 19. 
Retractor of the pre-gcaiitet (F ig .Sr .6 j l9 ) 
T!his muscle a r i s e s a n t o r o - l a t e r a l l y on the n in th sternum, 
inner to the origin of muscle Nojl7a, and i s in se r t ed a n t e r i o r -
l y on the base of the pre-goni te of i t s s i d e . 
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HIPPOBOSCIDAS 
aippobosca ma cilia ta L. 
Hot maCii wojck has been done on the morphology of Hlppo-
boscidao. Roberts (1927) has described the external anatomy of 
Hlppobosca equina in a rather sketchy nanner* His deocripticn of 
the genitalia lo particularly poor. Schlein and Thoodor (1071) have 
dealt with the skol9to-muscular system of Pseudolynchin caneriensla* 
The abdomen of HippoboscQ macule^ ta is dorso-vantrally 
compressed, and is very tough and leathery in texture. The genitalia 
for the greater part, are retracted into the abdomen. Although these 
are estemally quite symmetrical, there is ample internal evidence 
to show that those have undergone a pi'ocoss of torsion through 360. 
Roberts (1927) and Shlein and Theodor (1971) do not make any mention 
of this in H. equina and JP. canariensis. respectively. 
!i?he eighth segment is completely marabranous wihout any 
sclorotization of eitlier its torgum or stenmn. The ninth and tenth 
segments got fused with each other to form the g^iital syn-segment. 
The greater part of the latter is membranous, the scerotization 
being confined to the outer walls of the t\fO surstyli and the two 
triangularly oblong sclerites located on the dorso-lateral aspect 
of the syn-segment, and basally connected with each otherC Fig.IIm.l| 
Tg^]^Q). Schlein and Theodor (1971) make no mention of the composite 
nature, and consider it to consist of ninth segment only. The 
triangular sclerites, therefore, are labelled by than as 'ninth 
tergites'. 
The syn-segment bears on each ventro-lateral aspect, a 
more or less triangular 3ur>iylu£ which is broadly rounded at its 
apex. The outer waLl of the surstylus is sclerotized whereas the 








Rlppobosca maeulata L. 
Not much work has been done on the morphology of Hippo-
hoscidae. Roberts (1927) has described the Q^ctomal anatomy of 
Hlppobosca equina in a ra ther sketchy manner* Kis descr ip t ion of 
the geni ta l ia i s p a r t i c u l a r l y poor. Schlein and Thoodor (1971) have 
dea l t with the skelato-muscular systen of Fsoudolynchin oanarjenais* 
The abdomen of Hippoboscg naoulata i s dorso-vent ra l ly 
compressed, and i s very tough and loatliory in t e x t u r e . Uhe g e n i t a l i a 
for the greater p a r t , are r e t r ac t ed i n t o the abdomen. Although these 
are external ly qui te symmetrical, there i s ample i n t e r n a l evidence 
to show tha t those have undorgon© a process of tors ion through 360. 
Roberts (1927) and Shlein and Thoodor (1D71) do not make any mention 
of t h i s in g . equina and £ . canar icns is t r e spec t ive ly . 
The eighth ssgneot i s completely netibranous wihout any 
sclerotiaaticffi of e i the r i t s tcrgum or stornun. The nintii and ten th 
segments get fused with each other t o form the g e n i t a l syn-segment. 
The greater pa r t of the l a t t e r i s membranous, the sce ro t i za t ion 
being confined to the outer wal ls of the tvfo s u r s t y l l and the two 
t r iangular ly oblong s c l e r i t e s located on the d o r s o - l a t e r a l aspect 
of the ayn-segraent, and basa l ly connected with each other( Fig.IIw.lj 
Tg -^Lo)» Schlein and Theodor (3371) make no mention of the composite 
na tu re , and consider i t t o cons is t of n in th segment only. The 
t r iangular s c l e r i t e s , the re fore , are l abe l l ed by them as ' n in th 
t e r g i t e s ' . 
The syn-segment bears cai each v e n t r o - l a t e r a l aspec t , a 
more or l e s s t r i angula r sur i iy lus which i s broadly rounded a t i t s 
apex. The outer wall of the surs ty lus i s sc le ro t ized whereas the 
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inner wall i s completely membranous( Fig.Efa.Sjss). Schlein and 
Theodor (1071) consider these s t ruc tu res as ' p r a e g o i i t e s ' which a r e 
comparable with s imilar s t r c t u r e s in Calliphora* This , however, 
appears to be an orrmeous conclusion. The praagoai tes are loca ted 
vdthin the gen i ta l r ing or enclosoa vithija the g e n i t a l sternum, 
whereas the s u r s t y l i a re e s s en t i a l l y t e r g a l s t r u c t u r e s , located 
outside the g e i i t a l sternum. The s u r s t y l i of Hippoboscidae, the re fore 
cannot be taken to represent the ' p r a e g o n l t e s ' . 
The n in th stesiau'd i s in tho form of c. narroij hor3o«choo, 
greater por t of which pro jec t s inwards in the form of an inf3.oGtloii, 
Tho en t i r e s t ruc ture io floded along i t s n id - l cng i tud inn l ax i s no 
00 to bacQciO v e r t i c a l l y ori<mted, f lanking tho aedeasiis on both 
s ides (Fig .Hm.l,2 |S0). I t s i n t e r n a l i i i loct ion (Fig.Rin,4|ifli) serves 
CO an iaportii.;; Boat for attachment of muscloo. Sc^iloin and Thcodor 
(1971) c a l l t h i s s t ruc tu re as »hypandrlum •. noberto (1D27) makes 
no mention of t h i s in S. aqifaiaa 
Tho pos ter ior ends of the hors8«shoc shaped n in th ntoxima 
project outside in the form of elcngoted, pOBteriorly taporinr::! coiii-
ca l s t ruc tures which appear to serve as claspinr^ organs. These are 
l a t e r a l l y f la t tened and c lose ly flank the {^edoagus on both s i d e s . 
Schlein and Theodor (1971) ccnsider tliem to bo the ' p o s t g o n i t e s ' . 
Roberts (1927) c a l l s these a s ' c l a spe r s* wihtiiout con^-iitting himself 
as to the i r t rue na tu re . The •poatgonites» of higher Diptera , how-
ever, are modifications of the phallobase and are located within the 
arms of the ninth sternum, whereas the above clasping organs(Fig*Hm. 
2 ,3 jc lsp) are c lea r ly tiie ex terna l continuations of the arms of the 
horse-shoe shaped ninth sternum. 
Jus t an ter ior to t h e i r ends, the arms of the n in th sternum 
send out two poatero-dorsal ly oriented s c l e r o t i c s t r i p s which fuse 
with each other (Fig .Hm.ljscl) before meeting the an te r io r end of 
the composite p la t e (Fig.Hm.ljpmr+Bio) which i s formed by fusion of 
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the parameres with the tenth stemtira. Scdilein and Theodor (1971) 
term this plate as 'posterior part of ninth stemite', and make no 
mention of its composite nature. They consider the two small processes 
at the posterior end of this plate in P. canariensis as possibly the 
•rudimantary surstyli'. This, however, appears to he erroneous as 
the surstyli are projections of the torgum and have nothing to do 
with the stomuia. 
The fusion of tho composite plats v/ith th© arms of the 
ninth stomuia results in the formation of a laterally ccMpresses ring 
x^ hlch encircles the base of tho aedoagus, 
Th© aedeagus (Fig.Hm.ljSjAed) is a well developed elongated 
structure, Dorsally it is provided with tvro lateral, strongly 
sclerotiKed strips which come progressively closer to each othor as 
thoy proceed posteriorly, until finally they got mutually fused. 
Anteriorly, however, they are a littlo divergent, and anclooo a 
membranous area between themselves. This mcaabranous oroa, basally, 
receives the end of the ejaculatory duct (Fig.Hm.l,3|Dej). Tho rest 
of the aedeagus is composed of membrane which is thrown into longi-
tudinal fo3.ds in the ventral regicn. The latter forms a more or less 
triangular trough, slightly anterior to tho end of the aedeagus. The 
endophallus (Fig.Hm.3jSaph) opens to tho exterior at the base of this 
trough through the onopore (Gpr). Basally, the aadophallus is con-
fluent with the end of the ejnculatory duct through tho phallotreme 
(Phtr). 
The base of the aedeagus is associated with an internal, 
laterally flattened, more or less triangular, sedaagal apodeme which 
is ventrally fused with the ninth stei^um (Fig.Hm.SjApa). The aedeagal 
apodeme is responsible for the movement of the aedeagus under the 
action of muscles. 
The proctiger (Fig.Hm,l,25Ptgr) is relatively well developed 
and provides exit to the alimentary canal. Laterally, it is flanked 
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by the paraprocts (Papt) . Cen t r a l l y | the p roc t lge r i s provided 
with a pos te r io r ly conical hypoproct(Hypt), which i s a n t e r i o r l y 
fused with the composite p l a t e . 
Mascles of the Tenainalia 
Besides the imiscles which the aedeaguu and tho coraposite 
p l a t e , other laixocleo of the male tonainal ia can coaveniently bo 
placed in three ca togor ios ,v i a . , the I n t o r - t o r s a l nuocles , the 
i n to r - s to rne l nuncles , and the t e rgo-o tomol nuoclco. 
I . I n t e r " t e rga l lauaclesj 
rvotraotor of tho gcni tp l syn^tergriMt (FiE«rC3i*4|l) 
This miDclG a r i s a s j t is t mesol to thc> n'^vrnth torstm, on 
tho fold bot\?Gen tho l a t t e r and tho gan i tn l oyn-sesMontj and io 
inser ted an to ro - l a t e r a l l y on tho i n t e r n a l phrcsma of tlic syn-
torgtca of i t s s i d e . Gchloin and Thoodor (1C71) nhc; en apparently 
similar muoclo in ? . cannrionois< \ri"ttiout,however, l a b o l l i n s the 
sane. 
'"vetraotor of the Ronltql uyn- I rgunt (Fls.JIii.^ f ^.) 
'Jhis muacle a r i s e s nedia l ly on the CiOrsuii, Gli^litly 
anter ior to the aeventii tergum, and io inaertecl on thp i n t o m " l 
phragnia of the syn-tergmi of i t s s ide , j u s t liesol to the inse r t ion 
of the muscle iToil described above. Schlein and Theodor (1C71) 
show an apparently s i r i i l a r muscle in P. canar iensis \,rithout 
l abe l l ing the same. 
I I . I n t e r - s t e r n a l musclesi 
Protractor of the c laspe t te i (Fig.Hn.4|3) 
This muscle a r i s e s l a t e r a l l y from the "bas-^l t h i r d of the 
in te rna l inf lec t ion of the n in th sternum, and i<^  inse r ted on the 
floor of the abdomen aa the area obviously belonsring t o the fourth 
sternum. Schlein and Xheodor (1971) describe a s imilar muscle 
'No:3' in P. canariensis which, according to them, i s inser ted 
on t he ' ven t r a l membrane'. They do n o t , however, ident i fy the 
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zone of i n s e r t i o n . 
Ventral d i l a t o r of the gen i t a l chaaberi (Fig.Hra.5j4) 
Kiis fan-shaped muscle a r i s e s on the f loor of the abdomen 
on the area obviously belonging t o the fourth s t e m u a , and i s i n -
s^erted laedially on the f loor of the g e n i t a l chamber, between the 
arms of the horse-shoe shaped n in th sternum. I t i s homologous with 
the muscle 'I lyjlS' described in P. canar iens is by Schleln and Theodor 
(1971) where, however j i t i s shown t o be inor ted on the proximal 
end of tho»postgOBiit9«. These authors a l so do not iden t i fy the zone 
of origin of t h i s muscle, and descr ibe the sane as ' v e n t r a l membrane' 
only. They consider t h i s muscle t o be present only in Hippoboscidae. 
I I I . Ter,-o~sternal musclest 
Levator of the ninth stemumi (Fig.Hm.4j5) 
This long and xsn-palrod muscle a r i s e s medially on tho 
basal region of the g e n i t a l syn-tergum, and passing t o tho 
r i gh t side of the aedeagus, i s i n se r t ed medially on tho basal 
margin of the i n t e rna l i n f l ec t ion of the n in th stomura. I t i s 
s imilar to the muscle 'Hoi l ' described in P. cangriensiii by 
Cchlaia and Theodor (1D71). They shm-/ thin munclc obviously 
.rr .. L .^ X til.' ' lorsa l l o f t s ide of s t e m i t e 8 ' and ge t t ing 
inser ted on the ' pos te r io r membrane', passing t o the ' l o f t ' 
side of the aedeagus. In t h e i r diagrams, however, t h i s muscle 
c lear ly appears to be inse r t ed on the 'hypandrial apodeme'. 
The authors do not e luc ida te what they mean by the terra 
' pos te r io r membrane'. 
Prot rac tor of the olaapet te t (Fig.nm,4,5j6) 
This muscle a r i s e s l a t e r a l l y froii the basal t h i rd of the 
i n t e rna l in f lec t ion of the n in th sternum, nes^l t o the origin 
of muscle Not3 described e a r l i e r , and i s inser ted ven t re - la te ra l ly 
on the fold between the seventh tergum and the g e n i t a l syn-
segment. I t appears to be homologous with the muscle 'Noi2' 
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described in p . canar iensis by Sohlein and Theodor (1971). They, 
however, do not seem to be correc t in showing i t s i n se r t ion on the 
•membrane' and » tergi te 9 ' , In f a c t , thoy ac tua l ly show t h i s 
muscle to be c lear ly inse r t ed on the 'hypandrlal apoderae' in t h e i r 
diagrams. 
IV. Iluscles of the paramere» 
Postoro-dorsal d i l a t o r of tho gen i t a l charabori (Fis.IIn.457) 
Thio nusclo a r i s e s basa l ly on tho t r i angu la r oyn- te rg i tes 
on, e i the r oide, and i s inser ted l a t e r a l l y on the coiaposite p l a t e . 
I t i s homologous vjith the muscle 'IlotlO' described by Schlein 
and Theodor (1971) in JP. canariensis<. 'Jioro thoy mnntion i t t o 
bo inser ted oa tho 'caanocting rods*, without describing the 
l a t t e r in t h e i r t e i i t . I t , hoi-jevor, appears to be ac tua l ly 
inser ted ca tho l a t e r a l aspect of tho ' pos te r io r p a r t of tho 
nintla s t o m i t o ' whicli i s comparable ifith the conipositc p l a t e of 
H. maculat^. 
V. Uusclas of the aedeagusi 
Retractor of the aedeafsust (Fig.nm,458) 
Ili is muscle a r i s e s on tho inner s id s of the basal I'-tjtioa 
of the i n t e rna l in f l ec t ion of the n in th stomumj and i s broadly 
inser ted on each s ide of the aedeagal apoderae. I t i s homologous 
with the muscle 'Hoj4' described in 2* canarionnis by Schlein 
and Theodor (1971). 
Protractor of the aedeagust(Fig.Hm.4jD) 
This muscle a r i s e s p o s t e r o - l a t e r a l l y on the n in th sternum, 
and i s inser ted do r so - l a t e r a l ly afi the eedeagol aT30deme. I t i s 
homologous with the muscle 'Noj3' described in P. canar iensis 
by Bchlein and Theodor (1971). 









Basi l la (Paraoyclopodla) biirmeiiBls (Theodor) 
Vory l i t t l e work has been dme on the morphology of the 
nalc gan i ta l i a of Hycter ibi idae. Theodor (1D63) has dea l t with 
tha nalo gen i ta l i a of tho family. Muker^i and Dasgupta (1D54) have 
given an account of the external anatomy of Cyclopodia sykesi 
Therein they have a l so described tho laal© g e n i t a l i a . This work, 
however, suffers from several inaccuracies and deccripticxial e r rors 
so far as the male gen i t a l i a are concomGd. Schlein and Theodor 
(1971) in t h e i r work have a l so included tho skoleto-muscular systen 
of the nycter ib id P e n i c i l l i d i a dufour i i . 
Tho abdomen of Basi l ia (P.) buraensis i s dorso«ventrally 
coiuproBsed, and cndo in a sliarply taporing cono which, in f a c t , i s 
e syn-segment being composed of segments seven to t en . Ilukerji and 
Qasgupta (19"34) in C. sykesi l abe l i t s counter pa r t as sevoith 
segEient and are s i l e n t about i t s coaiposite na tu re . Schlein and 
Theodur (1971) ccaisider i t to represent the n in th segment. Tho 
very fact that i t bears the seventh pa i r of sp i rac les a t one end, 
and the yroct iger a t the other , c lea r ly es tab l i shes i t s composite 
na tu re . 
Although external ly symmetrical, the syn-segment poasesses 
enough in t e rna l evidence of having tmdergtne a process of tors ion 
through 360. Mukerji and Dasgupta (IDM) in C. sjr!££si, and Schlein 
and Theodor (1971) in P. dufour i i . are s i l e n t on t h i s po in t . 
The dorsum of the syn-segment (Fig.Bb.3) i s composed of 
the amalgamated terga of the involved segments, and any individual 
boundaries are not d i sce rn ib le . Apical ly, i t bears a pa i r of slender, 
acutely tapering s u r s t y l i which are tucked underneath so as to be 
inv i s ib l e from above(Fig.Bb.l}Ss). 
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The VQitral porticn of the syn-segraen.t| cm the other 
hand, is mostly membranous. It, nevertheless, possesses certain 
sclerotic structures which serve to identify the various components. 
The seventh and eighth sterna are completely membranous and it is 
not possible to differentiate them. 
The ninth sternum, however, clearly stands out as a 
horse-shoo shaped structure. Mukerji and Dasgupta (1954) call it 
•sub-genital plate' and consider the sane to belong to the seventh 
segment. Schlein and Theodor (1971) term it as 'hypondrium• which, 
according to ttiem, represents the anterior part of the ninth etemum. 
The two ends of the horse-shoo shaped ninth sternum are 
posteriorly closed by a more or less wedge-shaped plate, slishtly 
arched plate. The latter is a composite structure formed as a 
result of fusion of the paramores with the tenth sternum (Fig.Bb.l,3j 
pmr-fSj^ Q). Mukerji and Dasgupta (1954) in £. sykesi call it 'genital 
chamber'. Schlein and Theodor (1971) in £. dufourii term a similar 
structure as 'posterior part of the ninth stomun'. 
The aedeagus (Pig.Bb,2,4jAed) is in the form of a short 
and stout spine which for the greater part of its length is closely 
flanked by a pair of flap-like structures borne by the phallobase. 
Basally, the aedeagus receives the end of the ejaculatory duct(Pig.Bb, 
4|Dej). The base of the aedeagus is further associated with an 
aedeagal apodeme (Apa) which projects anteriorly in the abdominal 
cavity, and is responsible for the movement of the aedeagus. 
The description of aedeagus given by Mukerji and Dasgupta 
(1954) makes interesting reading. In their text -fig.8 (p.17), the 
aedeagus is shovai to be composed of two parts,viz,, an 'external 
part* and an 'abdoninal part'. At another place, however, (p.21) 
the aedeagus is raenticaied as being composed of two parts,viz., an 
external part (this time termed as 'phallobase'), and an internal 
part termed as the 'aedeagus proper', which according to the authors 
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•everts out' at the time of copulation. In a cross-section (text-fig. 
13), the former is shown as a tubular structure containing the 
latter in its lumen. Similarly, in their text-fig. 12, the intro-
mittent organ is labelled as 'penis'. The ejaculatory duct, like-
v;ise, is shown to enter the end of what looks like to be the 
aedeagal apodeme, but labelled by the authors as 'penis'. The 
aedeagal apodeme, hoviever, is a LOJJ.O. structure and cannot possibly 
servo ao a conduit for the seminal fluid. These authors seem to 
have confusingly regarded the aedeagus and the aedeagal apodeme as 
one structure, ifdiich is erroneous. Schlein and Theodor (3571) 
clearly show tho ojaculatory duct ending at the base of the aedeagus. 
The surstyli (rig.Bb.l,4jss) are in tho form of a pair of 
slondor, acutoly taporlng processes bomo 1CWC:A:1.V/ > t the postorior 
ead of taiG syn«segment, and as already montlaned earlier, nro flexed 
under the abdomen so as to bo concealod from view from abovo. The 
surstyli aro basally articulated with Idcio syn-segment, but do not 
receive any muscles. Thoy seen to bo indirectly movable under "ttie 
influence of the muscles inserted on the composite, arched plate 
(Fig.Bb.4), which indirectly serve as flexors of the surstyli. The 
extension of the surstyli seems to be brought by compression of the 
abdomen and consequent rushing in of the body fluids, besides 
relaxation of the above motitioned muscles. Jluker^ .i and Dasgupta 
(1954) call these as 'claspers' without commenting on ttieir exact 
nature. Schlein and Theodor (1D71) tern these structiires as 'cerci' 
and consider the surstyli to be absent. 
As already mentioned earlier, the aedeagus is closely 
flanked for the greater part of its length by a pair of flap-like 
structures which arise from a commcai base (Fig.Bb.2,4jPhb). Mukerjl 
and Dasgupta (1954) do not mention any such structures in £. sykesi. 
Schlein and Theodor (1971) in £. dufourii term these as 'praegonites' 
e4 
and. consider them to be possibly the paraiaerea. The present w r i t e r , 
hot/ever, ccnsiders these s t ruc tu res t o be merely the modifications 
of the phal lobcse, as the t rue parameres have fused with the tenth 
stomum to form a compooit© p l a t e . 
The proct iger ( F i g . 3 b . l | P t g r ) i s a very short annular 
s t r uc tu r e , l a t e r a l l y flanked by the t iny paraprocts (Pap t ) , and 
providing ex i t to the alimentary cana l . Mukerji and Dasgupta (1054) 
mako no meatioa of the paraprocts i n Eialea, but doscrib© anal 
opening in the female as being flanked by two «chitinouE p l a t e s * . 
Schleln and Theodor (3i)71) aloo do not record the presence of any 
paraprocts , end consider tha t tho basa l pa r t s of tho ' c e r c i ' forta 
a fraino oround tho anus. 
Muscles of the Tera ine l ia 
Bosidoo "ttio QuocloB \Thich movo tho aedsagus, tho conpooito 
p la to formed by th© fusion of paramoros with tho tenth stomum, and 
thooe xrhich are cscooiatod with tho p roc t igor , other muscles of tho 
molt! t on i ina l i a can conveniently be placed in three c a t e g o r i e s , v i B . , 
the i n t e r - t e r g a l muscles, Vae i n t e r - s t e m a l rauacles, and the te rgo-
s to rna l muscles. The i n t e r - t e r g a l nuacles cans i s t of two wide bands 
extending between the sixtli tergum and the basal p a r t of the dorsum 
of the ayn-segment, and have no t been included in the descr ip t ion 
which follows. These muscles serve as r e t r a c t o r s of the dorsum of 
the ayn-sagmcaat. 
^* I n t e r - s t e r n a l musclesi 
Ventral r e t r ac to r of the syn^'Segmentt (Fig.Bb.4j l ) 
This broad muscle a r i s e s l a t e r a l l y on the f i f t h sternum 
and i s inser ted on the i n t e r n a l i n f l e c t i a i associa ted with the base 
of tiie venter of the syn-segiaent (representing th© s ix th sternum?), 
Schlein and Theodor (ie71) do not record t h i s muscle. 
Ventral r e t r ac to r of the syn>segment: (Fig.Bb.4j2) 
This muscle a r i s e s medially on the f i f t h sternum, and i s 
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l ike-wise inser ted on the basal margin of the syn-segment. Schlein 
and Theodor (1971) do not record t h i s muscle. 
Retractor of the ninth stemumt (Fig.Bb.4j3) 
This muscle a r i s e s on the i n t e r n a l in f l ec t ion associated 
with the base of the venter of syn-segment (representing §ixth_ 
sternum ? ) , and i s inser ted a n t e r i o r l y cai the n in th sternum. Schlein 
and 'Iheodor (1971) do not record t h i s muscle. 
XI. :gergo-sternal muscles? 
Levator of the n in th sternumt (Fig.Bb.4j4) 
This muscle a r i s e s do r so - l a t e r a l l y from the an te r io r p a r t 
of tho syn-SGgraent, and i s inser ted a n t e r o - l a t e r a l l y on ttie apodeme 
of tho ninth sternum (ApSp). I t appears to be homologous with the 
muscle n'Toi2' described by Schlola and Theodor (U)71) in £ . duf o u r i i . 
SXI. n^sclos of the uaramerot 
Adductor of tho composite p la te i (Flg.Bb,4j5) 
This broad and maoolvo musclo a r i s e s do r so - l a t e r a l l y on 
the syn-segment, and i s inser ted l a t e r o l l y on the composite p l a t e 
(pjflr-f^ -j_o)« This muscle a l so serves as an i n d i r e c t f lexor of the 
surs tylus ( s s ) . I t i s homologous with tho muscle 'HojlO' described 
by Schlein and Theodor (1971) In £ . du four i i . 
XV. Muscles of the aedea^gusi 
Retractor of the phallobaset (Fig.Bb.4|6) 
This muscle a r i s e s l a t e r a l l y on the apodeme of tlie n in th 
sternum, and i s inser ted a n t e r i o r l y on the phallobase (Phb). I t 
i s homologous with the muscle «Not4a* described by Bchlein and 
^eodor (1971) In £ . dufour i i . 
Protractor of the aedeagus?(Fig.Bb.4j7) 
This muscle a r i s e s on the p o s t e r o - l a t e r a l aspect of the 
ninth sternum, and i s inser ted l a t e r a l l y of the aedeagal apodeme(Apa). 
I t i s homologous with the muscle 'NoxSa' described by Schlein and 
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Th&oaar (1971) In £. dufouril. 
V. Httscles of the proctlgeyt 
Dorsal retracor of the paraproctt (Fig.Bb.4|8) 
This very weak muscle arises postero-medially from the 
dorsal aopoct of the syn-cegment, and is inserted doysally co. the 
paraproct. It appears similar to the muscle •Hot 12' described by 
Schloin and Htieodoi' (1971) in £. dufourii^ where it is ohowa to be 
iasortod oa tho anterior end of the 'corcl' forming the frame of the 
anus • 
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CHIKP TYPES OF MALE GMIIALIA IH DIPTERA 
la order to have an miderstanding of the natural affinities 
of various groups of Dlptera, a ooaparative studj; of the male geni-
talia is of hasic importance. In view of the great degree of ccm-
fusioQ that exists in this field, it is necessary to establish 
certain haslc patterns of genitalic structtires, before making an 
effort to interpret the various homologies in the entire series. 
Instead of exploring morphology as a primary tool for bringing 
forth the natural affinities of the various taxa, earlier workers 
an Diptesa se0a to have been mostly contented ^ t h describing the 
structural features of the genitalia, taking rather for granted 
th© BQcmineness of the ma^or groupings of the classif icatory scheme 
In vogue. A ma^or objective ofl the present study was to rehabilitate 
morphology to its position of importance in a natural scheme of 
classification. 
Ilorphologioally, the male genitalia of Dlptera can be 
grouped in two broad categories, viz., the Orthopygous type and 
the Campylopygous type. 5he former are in line with the longitu-
dinal axis of the abdomen and possess the outer parameres, whereas 
the latter are tucked underuoath so as to be invisible from above 
and lack the outer paarameres. 
(1) The Orthopygous Ganltalla,t 
This type la the characteristic feature of the ersUftiile 
Hematocera and the Brachycera, possessing the following dis-
tinguishing characters« 
(a) The terga and sterna of the abdominal segraaits are symmet-
rically orifflitatod, and are not displaced from the position 
normally occupied by th«m. 
(b) In some oases, the last three or four segment of the abdaman 
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tindsrgo a process of rotation through ISO whldfci reverses the 
aormal position of the terga and sterna of the segments affected 
by rotatioa. 
(o) The ninth segment is an independent feature, and its tergum 
4oes not fuse witfe tlie sucaeedlng tergua* 
(d) 52ie Eurstyli are usually otsent. 
(e) !£he ninth atemun is always in the foia of a transverse plate. 
(f) '£h0 outer parameres are prescatj and are well developed. 
<g) ^eninner paramerea spioally coti fused, -with each other to 
fora a composite struoture. 
(h) jJh© introaittont organ always points backwards, and is not 
provided ^Ith a movably articulated internal apodeme. 
(i) ftio tenth and the eleventh sagmcats togothcr form the proetiger. 
!2he OrthopygouB genlitalia can further bo sub-divided into 
the 'Xipul«M03?phio type, and the Dibionorphic typo. 
Ci) ^ he ^ gipulomonahic Tvpei (Fiss. Pd.l«4) 
An Inportant outccne of the present study has been the 
discovery of the 'ripuloaorphic g«?nitalie. The fenily Tipulidae 
is one of the most primitive families of Dipt era, mid the 
study of the slseleto-auaculur ay stem of the male genitalia of 
Pachyrrhino dorsonimctota has brought to ll^ht sone very 
in.terQ3tins foaturas. For instance, it has os^ iloded tb.e myth 
that the Tipulidae are of little pliylogenctio importance since 
their line of devGlopnc3nt vna said to havs ended blindly, 
without leading to any other 'nenntocerous* fanlly,-— a 
contentioa put forward by Cramptcai (1D42). 
The present study has shown that so far as the genitalio 
pattern is concemed, the Tipulidae are not alone in the field. 
The Auisopodidae, the Tanyderldae, the Ptychopterldae, the 
Asilidae, the Empidldae, and the Doliohopodidae, to cite some 
examples, possess Tipulomorphic type of genitalia. 
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•Sha chief diatingulshlng characters of the Xipulcaaorphlc 
genitalia can be stmrniarised as iinderj 
(a) Ihe intrcmittent organ is very peculiar in the sense that 
it is derived from the ejactilatory duct, instead of the 
phallic Tmds. 
(b) Xhe intromittent organ is not straight. Shortly after its 
point of origin, it bands npcm itself in the vertical pla3»e 
before finally taking a posteriorly dirGctoil course. 
(o) She intromittent organ is partially or fully enclosed in a 
moabranous saC| the genital chamber, which originates as an 
invagination between the nin^ and tho tenth atosna. 
(d) !2hi3 cenitalia may or nay not toadGrgo a jivoQOBn of rotation. 
^ Q ) 2he ninth oeguenlj io a proninsnt foaturo arid is well developed, 
(f) She OOMQT paranores are not pronoancedly olaw^, or pinoor-like 
in appearance. Hach paranere cansistn of a bsslmere and a 
telomora. The baoimerc nay be independent, or fuse with its 
counterpart from the other oldo, or with the ninth etemtca. 
The telomere is usually slagle, but in acne instances n^ ty 
be represented by two or nore pieces. 
(g) ThB inner paramares usually present u cotaplicated structure 
and are apically fused with sach other to forr o ccMposite 
structure. IThey, however, rbtain tdielr ijadiYidiml identity 
in the basal portion. In code iastancas» such as the Asilidae, 
the inner parameres laay be lost, 
(h) !me genitalia are usually, though not invariably, scaaevdiat 
laterally flattened. 
(B) Ihe Bibiomorphio TTOBt (Figs. Aa.1-2,5) 
The present study virhich was based on the skeleto-
m«scular system of the male genitalia of Aedeg aegyuti has 
brought to light the secraid basic type of genitalia in Diptera. 
Since structurally the g italia of this type are similar 
no 
to those of the primitive family Bibiooidaa, it has heem named 
as the Bibiomorphio type* IThe Ceoidomyiidaot the Disldae, the 
Chironomidae, the Slsniliidaey and the Tahanida6| besides the 
CtaiQidae and the Bibioaidae, are some of the families which 
possess the Bibiomorphio type of genitalia• 
The chief distinguishing characters of the Bibiomorphio 
genitalia can be smmarieed as ttndert 
(a) 'She well developed ol6w«*like or pincer-like outer paramsres 
are the most conspicuous feature of this type, She basimer© 
is very well developed. It may be independent or get fused 
with tts counterpart from th© other side, or with the ninth 
sternum. The telomere which is ftasally articulated with the 
<li0tal end of the basimer©, works In a pincer^lik© manner* 
(b) The Inner parameres are Intimately associated with the aedea-
gus and have, therefore, been regarded as 'penis valvos' by 
many workers* ESven if they fuse with each other, the inner 
parameres do not lose their identity in the basal portion. 
(c) The aedeagus is relatively a short and stout structure and 
never pronouncedly bends upon itself. 
(d) There is no membranous genital chamber. 
(a) The ninth segment is relatively much reduced as oonpared to 
its coimter-part in the Tipulomorphio type* 
(f) The genitalia may or may not undergo rotation. 
<g) The genitalia are usually, though not invariably, somesdiat 
dorso-ventrally flattened, 
(2) The CampylopygQus Type of Gmitaliat 
The Campylopygous genitalia are a characteristic feature 
of the erstwhile Cyclorrhpha, possessing the following 
distinguishing characters. 
(a) The genitalia undergo a process of retro-inversion so as 
ni 
to be ocncealed from YIBW from above* The strain of this process 
results In the displacement and modification of the terga and 
sterna of the preceding three or four segments. 
The fifth tergiira is not affected by retro-inversiaoi* The 
fifth stfiimam, hovavor, is usuallsr someuhat displaced freaa its 
normal position. 
The si3Sth tergum may or may not be reduced or lost. The 
sixth steimm is drawn into a more or less lateral position in the 
left side of the abdomen. Its npper end is closely associated, even 
fused, with the antero-veatrcl aspect of th© seventh steimtm. 
The seventh tergtm, with the esceptioa of oartaia Syrphidae 
and DorilaidaQ, is usually atrcjphied. The seventh steraum is 
dra\«n into the left side of the abdomen still higher up than the 
sixth sternum, and gsts partially or totally merged id.th the eighth 
tergara (and not eighth stemttm, as generally belisved)* 
The eighth tergum is usually closely associated td.th the 
genital syn-tergum. The eighth sternum, with certain exceptions, 
is incorporated in the antero-ventral aspect of the genital syn-
tergtam,as revealed by the studies of the present writer. 
(b) The ninth tergum is always fused with the tenth tergtm to 
form the genital syntergum. 
(o) The outer parameres are absent. 
(d) The inner parameres may be vestigaal or well developed. 
(a) The surstyli are present. 
(f) The nintdi sternum is tJ-^haped or horse-ahoe shaped. 
(g) The aedeagus points forwards aie downwards. 
(h) The tenth sternum may be partially or totally lost as a defi-
nite solorite. 
(i) The eleventh segment forms Va.B proctiger. 
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Tbje Campylqpygofos genitalia can further be divided Into 
the By3fphoiao3pphlo type, the Drsoaophllociorphio type, the Masoo-
morphio type, the Taohlaomorphic typo, the Hippobosoomorphlo type, 
and the Nyoterlhcjmopphlo typet 
(A) She Syrpheanorphio Typei (Pigs. Si. 1-2) 
Ihe Byrphcaaoiphlo genitalia are possessed by a ntmber 
of families such as the Syrphldae, the Dorllaidae, the Pyrgo-
tldae, the Trypetldae, the Ortalldae, the Coelq^ldae, and the 
Rlc^rdildae etc. 
ftQ chief distjUaguiShlng features of this type of goni-
toHa can be stjimaarised as under* 
(a) The genitalia do not fuily coaplete the process of 
retro-inversion and, therefore, H e orientated towards 
the right side of the abdoaen, a little away from the 
median axis. Since they do not return to their original 
position, the genitalia do not assiame a seccmdarlly 
acquired symmetry with the rest of the abdomen. 
(b) The fifth sternum is not deeply cleft on the posterior 
margin to produce any oopulatory lobes. 
(^ ) The surst|a.i are conical to more or less plate-like 
structures in shape ^ ftoh are either ccntinuous with the 
genital tergum, or articulated with the latter. They 
never, however, have the elongated,conical, tusk-like 
shape oommottly met-wlth in the Tcihlnomorphic type. 
(d) Posterior surstyli are usually absent. 
(e) The phallobase does not form any raovably articulated 
pre-, or post-gonltes. 
(f) The aedeagus may be short, or elongated and coiled. 
(g) The tenth etemum is either Incorporated with the inner 
parameres to fona the ocMposite shield, or the inner 
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paramares may hn present as separate structures movable by means 
of muscles. 
(B) fhB Drosophilomorphic Tynei 
The Drosophilomorphic genitalia differ from those of the 
Byrphoiaorphlc type primarily in their secondarily acquired 
sytaaotry with the rest of the abdotaent as a restilt of the 
ooapletian of retro-inveraion which enables the genitalia to 
return to their original position. Besides the I>rosophilida0, 
many other families such as the Platypeeidae, the l^oropealdae, 
and the Calobatidae etc. possess this type of genitalia. 
Other features in which the Drosophilomorphic genitalia 
differ from the Syrphomorphio type are summarized as undert 
(a) The sisth segment is usually normal in position and is 
not modified or displaced. 
(b) The aedeagus may be short or elongated, but Is never 
coiled. 
(o) The ninth sternum is usually sub-divided or provided 
with secondary features. 
(C) The Husoomorphio Typet (Figs. Ito.1-2,6) 
!Kie SfcLsoomorphio genitalia are possessed by a number of 
families such as the l^soidaOt the Oestridae, the Stomoxyidae, 
and the Glosslnidae etc. Pollock (0573) has put forward the 
hypothesis that the Glosslnidae are taxtoiomloally closely 
related to the Gsterophllidae so much so that the two may be 
taken to have descouded frcM the same gasterophiloid stock. 
However, qiiite contrary to his ocatentiaQi so far as thB 
genltalic morphology is cancemed, the Glosslnidae certainly 
belong to the Musccsaorphlo type. The Qaaterophilidae, on the 
other hand, possessing two pairs of pre-, and post-gonites 
( besides othtr structural features) belong to the Tachlno-
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morphlo type. 
The chiaf dlstlnguiahtng characters of the Huaocmorphio 
genitalia can he sutamarlsed as tinder j 
(a) The fifth sttnraa Is act deeply cleft on the posterior margin 
to produce any prominently developed ooptUatory lobes. Such 
lobeSf if present, are only vestigeal. 
(h) There are two pairs of surstyli. The anterior pair is always 
wore or less plate-like, never forming an eloogated, conical, 
task-lika strtxcture as ia the case in the TacMnomorphio type. 
The posterior surstyli, hofirever, may he plate-liite or 
elonsated and ooaioal as In the Tachinomorphio type. 
(o) The inner paraaeres may he vostigeal or fused ^ .th the posterior 
arms of the hoirse-^aoQ shaped ninth stemun, hut never in the 
form of lateral rods. 
<d) The phallohase forms only a single pair of movably articulated 
hook-lilsa structures, via., the pre-gcmites. The post-gonites 
are absent. 
(a) The aedeagus is relatively simple in structure, usually com-
posed of a basal solarotized protion, the rest being more or 
hyaline. TSXQ basal spine of the aedeagus is present, and ia 
usually slightly spatulate kt its tip. 
(D) The Taohinomorphio Typet (Figs. Ba. 1-2,55 Sr, 1-2,4) 
The Taohinomorphio genitalia are possessed by a large 
number of dipterous families such Q S the Taohlnidae, the 
Calliphoridaa, the Sarcophagidae, "toe Scatophagidae, the 
Cuterebridae, the Gasterophilidae, the Phasiidae, and the 
Anthomyiidae etc., to cite some well known examples. 
The cflilef distinguishing characters of the Taohlnoiaorphic 
goiitalia can be summarized as unders 
(a) The g«aitalia assume secondarily acquired symmetry with 
the rest of the abdomfin due to oorapletion of retro-
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Inversicn, 
(to) There are t^o pairs of sors ty l i , \(hlch are usually In the 
form of elon-satad, caaical* tusk-Uke atmotarea, l a some 
casas» the anterior si irstyll may 13© more or less plate-Uke 
as la ths Saroc^hagidaei Boreas in certain other cases such 
as the Scatopha^idae and Gordyluridaej the posterior surs tyl i 
maj be soa i t muotj however, he horiio In oind tiiat in both 
tho B.hQ70 iuotaiioe-s, at l0ast one imlv vlU te aXoasated and 
eoDlcal. Jiz ao iactcaccj, hoth pairu u iH tic p ln te - l ike . 
(c) She inaor par^E-oros nay be rod^lilzoj or in the form of sclero-
tlEed iu^l^n^s. ID. tho f i rn t case, the rods rro ha sal ly 
ar t iculated t-rith the poctc^ro-lBtcKil armc of thr ninth stemiani 
end d ls ta l ly ^^th. the base of the Dntcrtor su rc ty l l . 
In the second case5 the cclcrotiEed if>lsndo are alwiys 
located ir. the vicini ty of tho postcro- la tcml anno of the 
ninth stornum. 
(d) 2ho phal3.obaoe forms tvro pairs of mornbly ert iculatod pre - , 
and post-gojiites» The pre-conites a r t icu la te vdth the phallo-
base a t cne end and with the post^gon&tes a t the other. The 
post-gonitee, in turn, a r t icu la te ei ther direct ly with the 
base of tlie ?»edeasua as in the Calliphorldae, or indirect ly 
through tlie basal plated of the aedeasus ns in the Barcopha-
gidae, 
Ce) The aedeagus i s usually oonples in etructux'O, consisting of 
a basal eclerotiaed portion, and an apical portion which 
usually cc3ntains a nunber of sclerot ic pieces embedded in 
i t s walls , 
(f} The basal spine of the aedeafjus I s usually present and 1* 
pointed a t i t s t i p . In soraa cases suc^ as the Sarcophagidae, 
the basal spine nay be absent. 
(g) The f i f th stennim i s Invariably deeply cleft to produce the 
ne 
well, developed copiJlatory lobes. 
(E) The Hippoboscomorphlo Type: (Figs. Bin. 1-3) 
The Hlppoboscomorphic geBodtalia are possessed by tho 
families Hippoboscidao and Streblldae. 
The families Hippobosoldae, Streblidae and the Hyoteri-
biidaa have ustially been regarded as members of the series 
Pupipara by uost workers on Dlptera. Crampton(aj944) placed 
these ia the oaper-faiolly Hippoboscoidea (Acalptratae), 
alongwith the Bratilidae. In his earlier work (1948) he 
regarded the X'upipara as a synonym of the Hlppoboscomorpha^ 
and fotaid it difficult to properly place this group in the 
phylogeaetio scheme. He, however, pointed out the difference 
betweeaa the genitalia of the Hippoboscida© and th© fTyoteri-
biidae. Schlein and Theodor (1071) also concludad that tho 
genitalia aP Hippoboscida© and Hycteriboscinae (Streblidae) 
are difffirent from those of Ifycteribildao. They, however, 
regarded the differences to be a new development in their 
phylogenetio history. 
The present studies on the genitalia of Hippobosoa maculata 
coupled with those of Jeve (1B80) on Trichobius spp. (Streb-
lidae), and Schlein and Theodor (1D71) on Ascodlpteron. 
Nyoterophili^. and Brachytarsina (Streblidae), have finally 
oonfixiaed that the genitalia of the two families are strikingly 
similar to eacsh otdier, and belong to the same basic type. 
The chief characteristic features of the Hippoboscomorphic 
genitalia can be summarized as under; 
(a) The entire genitalia are characteristically retracted 
inside the abdomen for the greater part of their length. 
(b) The (genitalia are quite symmetrical with the rest of the 
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aMomaa, there being no external eridenoe of the retro-inversion. 
The occnrrance of this process, however, is amply supported by 
the i».texnal anatcmival evidence* 
(c) The posterior ends of the tJ~shaped ninth stemtna project 
outwards in tha fora df a pair of foroap-like claspettes, 
which, however, have nothing to do with the parameres or 
the post-gonltes as maintained hy Jev© (3J063), and BohleJn 
and !i!h©odor <I971), respectively* 
(d) The ninth steimoa for the greater part projects into the 
ahdominal waidty In the form of a very well developed inteeaal 
inflection, 
Ce) mhe w e n developed aedeagus points downwards, and is provided 
with a well developed internal apodenie. 
<f) fhe surstyli are in the form of a pair of flap-lilio structures 
laterally flanking the claspettes* 
(g) Just before its end, each arm of the ninth stemua masally 
sends out a narrow sclerotic strip which fuses trith tho camr-
posite plate formed by the fusion of the inner paranieres with 
the tenth sternum. This arrangement serves to work as a 
Check mechanism, preventing the excessive intrusion of the 
aedeagus* 
(h) The sixth and the seventh terga occupy a lateral position on 
either side of the abdomen* They are divided Into two plAtes 
each* The eighth tergum gets ocMpletely membranized* 
(P) The yycterlbomorphio gypet (Figs* Bb.1-3) 
Cramptca (1942) pointed out the great resemblance between 
•^v" \ ^Cf^ the male genitalia of the Nycteribiidae and the Braulidae, 
and accordingly suggested that the two should be grouped 
together In the super-family Brauloidea. He also recorded 
the fact that the g litalla of these two families do not 
resei&ble thw . of the Hlppoboscidae. In a later work (a944b), 
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howevar, he seems to have reversed M s eraller staud and included 
the KycterlMldae and tlie Bratilldae in the super-family Hippobos* 
ooideai along with the Btreblidae and the Hippobosoidae» 
la the light of the studies made hy the present writer, 
the NyctorAtiiidae and the Brauildae S6em to be very closely related 
in so far as the gsnitalic morphology is conoemed. 
The chief distinguishing charaoters of the Hyoterihoaorphio 
genitalia con "bo sunmarized as under j 
(a) The gaaltalia are apparmtly q:ciite gymmetrioal with the rest 
of tho aMoman. There is no exbexnal avidenoe of the retro-
inversion which, however, is fully corrohorated hy evidence 
of the internal anatomy. 
(b) The genitalia, unlike those of tho Eippobosoomorphio typo, 
are fully exerted, 
aedeagus 
(o) The sharply tapering/points downwards. 
<d) K3.e phallohase gives rise to a pair of lateral flaps which 
closely flank the aed^gus. 
(e) a!he sistai tergam is the last unmodified tergum of the abdomen. 
The terga of aegmonts 7-10 seem to coalesce together to form 
a syn-tergum, 
(f) The anterior surstyli may be absent or vestigeal. The posterior 
surstyli, however, are present and elongated, conical In shape, 
(g) The aedeagal apodeme is well developed. 
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